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The study was designed to model some of the secondary
flow effects on e n dw a 1 1 s , blades, and combust ion chambers of
gas turbine engines. Measurements were made in a turbulent
boundary layer developing over a flat plate, using a single
row of injection holes spaced three diameters apart inclined
at 30 degrees with respect to horizontal. The hole diameter
to boundary layer thickness ratio, non-dimensional inject i o
n
I a mper-atures, and blowing rates were the same as e x i s t i n
t u r b i n e f i r s t s t ages. The injection system was d e s i g n e d t
o
p r o v i d e uniform injection temperatures for various blowing
rates with discharge coefficients ranging from . 5 S to 0.73.
The heat transfer surface was designed to provide constant
heat flu:-; with adjustable temperature range.
Experimental heat transfer results were obtained with a
turbulent boundary layer only, with boundary layer and
injection of film cooling, with boundary layer and embedded
v o r t e :••; , and finally with boundary layer, film cooling, and
embedded vortex. Results with a turbulent boundary layer-
only show excellent agreement with correlations accounting
for un h e a t ed starting length. Results with film cooling only
show expected trends, and results with embedded vortex o n 1
y
show excellent agreement with 'data from the literature. The
effects of the vortex on heat transfer in the film cooled
boundary layer are significant and important: (1) On the
down wash side of the vortex, heat transfer is augmented,
effects of the film cooling are negated and local "hot-
spots" will exist in engines. (2) Near the upwash side of
the vortex coolant is p u s
h
a d to the side of the vortex,
a p p b a r i n g to a u g m e n t the pro t e c t ion pro v i d e d by film
cooling.
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A - area , m^
C^ - discharge coefficient
Cp - specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg*K
d - ! n j e c t i o n hole diameter, m
F" - radiation view factor
gc - Newton's Second Law proportional i ty
constant
h - heat transfer coefficient with film
cooling ( s p a n w i s e averaged;, q" / < TroD - Tw )
h« - heat transfer coefficient with film
cooling (spanwise averaged), q" / ( Taw - Tw )
hQ - heat transfer coefficient without film
cooling (spanwise averaged), q" / ( Troo - Tw )
k - thermal conductivity, W/m*K
m - blowing ratio
mc
- injection mass flow rate, kg/s
P s t a tic pressure, k g / m2
R - gas constant
Rb#j - freest ream Reynolds number based on
diameter of injection holes
Rex - freest ream Reynolds number based on
downstream distance measured from
effective origin of turbulent b o u n d r y layer
St, Sty - Stanton number
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In gas turbines the need to increase thermal efficiency
and specific power is a major concern. One way is to
increase turbine inlet temperatures. At present, increasing
such temperatures is limited by thermal fatigue strengths
,
creep strengths, and melting points of the alloys used in
t u r bine componen t s . While t he d e v elopment of i m p r o v e d alio y s
is part of the solution, the development of efficient-
cool in q s y s t e m s o i b 1 a d e and e n d w a 1 1 s u r f a c e s is i u s t a s
important C Re f , 13. In order to design an efficient cooling
conf i g u r a t i o n , t he he a t transfer d i s t r i b u t i o n s for the g a
s
turbine components are needed. Because of the comple::
geometries and flows involved near blades and e n d w a 1 1 s
,
a c c u rate c o n v active heat t r a n s f e r rates ar e d i f f i c u 1 t t o
o b t a i n .
A. FLOW IN TURBINE CASCADE
Flows through turbine passages are highly comple;;,
containing numerous vortices, and secondary flows, as well
as three-dimensional s e p e r a t i o n s . In recent studies, large
portions of these comple;-; flows have been identified and
m a p p e d out. The sketch in Figure 1 , taken from C R e f . 23,
shows the flows which are thought to exist. As the inlet
boundary layer approaches the blade, one portion forms cross
flow A , and the other approaches the blade. Just in front of
15
the blade a horseshoe vortex forms. At the saddle point, it
splits into a vortex on the suction side and a vortex on the
pressure side. The pressure side vortex becomes the passage
vortex, moving from the leading edge of one blade towards
the low pressure side of the adjacent blade. The number of
rotations of the passage vortex have been exaggerated in
Figure 1 for clarity. Ordinarily it rotates only once or
twice through the passage. As the suction side vortex
convects along the blade, it is eventually pushed away from
the en >d wall by the passage vortex from an adjacent blade.
CRef. 2] A smaller, corner vortex, rotates in an opposite
direction to the passage vortex as verfied by Sieverding
(1983) CRef. 33.
B. FILM COOLING
Film cooling is used to provide cool fluid between a
surface and high temperature free stream gases to which it
is exposed. Film cooling not only insulates the surface but
acts as a heat sink for the hot free stream gases. The
overall effect of film cooling is to reduce the temperature
of the developing boundary layer, which in turn reduces heat
transfer to the surface.
In our studies, knowing heat flux, q" , h is found using
q"=h(Tw -Troo ) (l.l)
The effect of film cooling will be indicated by the h
16
distribution for constant q"and Tra0 while varying Tw . When
^w = Trco ' equation 1.2 indicates q" = 0, which may not be
physically correct with film cooling.
Another approach is one used by Goldstein, CRef. 13:
q =h
f
CTw -Taw ) (1.2)
Here q" = when Tw = Taw with film cooling, by def int ion.
Without film cooling Tr00 = Taw and the two equations are the
same. Effectiveness of film cooling may then be defined
using
-n - Taw ~ Tr
T c
~ Tr (1.3)
The CRef. 13 method is not used for th«is study because of
the difficulty in finding Taw for the test surface.
The effectiveness of a film coolant in protecting a
surface is dependent on numerous factors. The most important
of these are: the blowing rate, size and number of injection
holes, the location of the injection system in relation to
the affected surface, and the curvature of the turbine blade
or surface from which the in jectant issues. The curvature of
the blade in relation to the blowing rate is very important
in the effectiveness of the cooling system. At low blowing
rates, film cooling is more effective near convex surfaces
than near flat surfaces or concave surfaces. If the blowing
rate is increased, this behavior is reversed such that
concave surfaces exhibit the best performance.
17
The approaches given by equations 1.1 and 1.2 can be
compared for constant property conditions by showing 1 inear
dependence of h/h on u , where d is the nondimensional
temperature of the film coolant. Equating equations 1.2 and








Numerous studies have been conducted on the effects of
film cooling on heat transfer, effects of secondary flows on
heat transfer, and more recently, on the effects of film
cooling and secondary flows on heat transfer in a turbulent
boundary layer.
Studing the effects of secondary flows on heat transfer,
Gaugler and Russell (1984) compared visualized secondary
flow patterns over six vanes with heat transfer
distributions. The authors found that the horseshoe vortex
causes a local peak in the heat transfer rate near the vane
leading edge. Large peaks in Stanton number were found
downstream of the vanes but the authors concluded that this
effect was related more to vane wake rather than the induced
horseshoe vortex. CRef. 5]
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Studing the effects of film cooling and secondary flows
on heat transfer, Goldstein and Chen (1985) performed an
experimental study on the influence of the endwall on film
cooling of gas turbine blades using a single row of
injection holes. The authors concluded that the convex side
a f the blade w a s h
i
g h
1 y e f f e c t e d by the flow o r i g i n a t i n
g
from near end wall. He re film coolant was swept away by the
passage vortex, whereas the concave side was not





13 Other work on the effects of film cool ing
is given in CRef. 63, CRef. 7], and CRef. 83.
Studing the effects of secondary flows on heat transfer,
Eibeck and Eaton (1986) conducted a study of a single vortex
embedded in a turbulent boundry layer over a constant heat
flux flat plate. The authors found significant increases and
decreases in local Stanton numbers, due to thinning of the
boundry layer on the d o w n w a s h side of the vortex and
thickening on the up wash side of the vortex. Spanwise heat
transfer was larger as the circulation of the embedded
vortices increased. CRef. 91 Other work on the effects of
embedded vortices is given in CRef. 103 and CRef. 113
Ongoren (1981) performed a study on the effects of film
cooling on the heat transfer on the endwall of a turbine
cascade, where the effects of secondary flows and cooling
injection rates were observed. The author found that
measurements showed a good match with predications in the
19
case of no injection. Heat transfer measured on the center
streamline of the end wall showed qualitative agreement with
that of the flat plate. Secondary flows, which were believed
to cause no
n
-uniform distributions of film coolant, resulted
in variations in heat transfer across the width of the
endwall . Cftef . 21
D. PRESENT STUDY
The object of the present study is to increase the
understanding of the effects of a longitudinal vortex on
heat transfer in a film cooled boundary layer. These effects
s.r s i m p o r t a n t r e g a r ding t u r b i n e blade e n d wall he a t trans f a r .
The experimental model was constructed in a series of steps.
The first was the design and construction of the injection
system, including qualification testing to verify uniformity
and controllability, as well as the calculation of discharge
coefficients for the various flow conditions. The next step
was the design and construction of the heat transfer test
surface followed by qualification tests to verify uniform
heat flux and an energy balance to identify and quantify the
sources of heat loss. After completion of the experimental
apparatus four types of tests were conducted: heat transfer-
data with developing boundary layer only, with boundary
layer and injected film cooling, with boundary layer and
embedded vortex and finally with boundary layer, film






The injection system was designed and developed to
provide film coolant at temperatures above ambient. The
coolant is ejected from a single row of injection holes into
the boundary layer developing along the bottom wall of the
wind tunnel. The diameters of the injection holes were
scaled relative to boundary layer th i ckness to be similar to
a turbine blade,. with a / d ratio ranging from 0.37 to
0.40. The free stream air is at ambient temper a t u r e and t h u
s
the direction of heat transfer is opposite that of a gas
turbine. The temperature range for this study has been kept
small (25 - 35 C) to minimize the effects of variable
pr op er t i es .
The injection parameters m and were scale id to resemble
parameters near gas turbine b lades where m ranges from 0.5
to 1.0 and ranges from 1.2 to 1.8. Due to the reversed
direction of heat flow for our experimental apparatus the
T
rc :Troo :Tw ratio is 1.04 - 1.07:0.94 - 0.95:1.0 as compared
to 0.67 - 0' . 8 3 : 1 . 5 : 1 . for actual gas turbines.
1 • Descr i pt ion
Air for the injection system originates in an
Inger so 1 1 -Rand air compressor, (two stage, 150 psi, 10 Hp
,
model number 71TD), where it is then sent to three large
21
storage tanks. As shown in Figure 2 , the air then flows
through an adjustable pressure regulator, a cut off' valve,
reinforced flexible t u b i n g (2.54 cm, 1 in, inside •diameter),
moisture seperator, flow regulator, a Fisher and For tor
rotameter (full scale 9.345E-3 m 3 /sec, 19.8 SCFM, model
number 10A3565A), a diffuser, and finally into the injection
h eat e
x
changer and plenum chamber. The rotameter monitors
the volumetric flow rate for film cooling. A schematic of
t he diffuser is shown in Fig u re 3
.
A photograph of the chamber is shown in Figure 4 .
The c h a m be r is constructed oi 1.27 cm (1/2 in) plexiglass,
w i t h outside dimensions of 0.305 x 0.508 :•: 0.457 m (12 v, 1
;; IS in). As shown in Figure 5, the internal structure
consists of three thin metal plates 0.381 v, 0.508 m (15 ;< 20
in) starting 5.08 cm (2 in) from the bottom and proceeding
up at 5.08 cm intervals. Two si Icon rubber heaters, 0.381 x
. 4 8 3 m (15 ;: 19 in), 120 volt, are seperately placed over
the bottom two plates. The heaters ar e controlled through a
Powerstat variable autotrans former (type 136). The top
surface contains 13 plexiglass injection tubes each 8 cm
long with an inside diameter of 0.95 cm (3/3 in) with a 1/d
ratio of 8.42. The 13 injection holes are inclined at an
angle of 30 d e g . , with 3 diameter s p a n w i s e spacing between
center lines where the middle tube is set on the center] ine
o f t h e test s u rface.
Air enters the chamber through the diffuser section
and is then directed over the two heating surfaces where the
air can be heated from ambient temperature up to 80 C by
controlling the input voltage to the heaters through a
v a r i ab 1 e a u t o t r a n s f o r m e r .
Three pressure taps, positioned at the center of the
front and two side faces, are used to measure Poc - Pg, .
Three 0,254 mm (0.010 in) diameter copper-constantan wire
thermocouples with welded junctions are place at different
1 oca t ions inside the c h a mber to m e a s u re the u n i f arm i t y a *"
T'op in the plenum,
2
.
Qualification and P e r f o r m a n c
e
The uniformity of the plenum chamber pressure, PQC ,
was found to be satisfactory over the range of injection
conditions with typical differences of a p p r o :•: i m a 1 1 y 1 % in
the s p a n w i s e direction and a. maximum of 4 % occurring for
only one case at a low flow rate of 0.327E-4 m^ /sec.
The plenum produces a reservoir of air at an
elevated temperature and pressure, which is near stagnation
conditions. The temperature at the nozzle exit, Trc , is not-
equal to the temperature in the plenum chamber, T n ? due t o
conduction heat loss through the nozzle surfaces to the
surrounding ambient air. It is necessary to know the
relation between Trc and T p because injection parameters
are estimated at exits of the jets and plenum chamber
temperature is more convenient to measure. A test was
23
conducted to determine the relationship between these two
temperatures over the flow rates ranging from 0.327E-4 to
0.701E-2 m 3 /sec. Results are shown in Figure 6. The data
trend shown in the figure was the same regardless of flow
rate, and an average of e >; i t and plenum temperatures were
used to determine each data point. Exit temperature shows a
near linear dependence on plenum chamber temperature. A
B
curve of the form Tqc = C*T p , where C = 1 .455 and B =
0.86S, was fitted to this data so that Trc could be
estimated from plenum chamber temperatures in subsequent
tests.
The recovery temperature at the nozzle exit, Trc , is
g i ven by
_y|_Trc" Tc + a 29cCp (2.1)
where CL is the recovery factor, having typical values of 0.6
to 0.9. d represents the percent of dynamic temperature
which is not lost to viscous dissipation, where Q! is defined
by
«£* (2.2)
The total nozzle exit temperature, T c > may be expressed
using





Because of the low velocities employed, (and neglible
viscous di si pat ion), Toc =. Trc within a fraction of a
degree .
Measuring parameters P^ , Tq, , Vc , Poc , and Toc and
knowing the area, A, normal to the flow, of the injection
holes, designed to be 9.2633E-4 m 2 , the coolant velocity Uc
is given by
Vc
U c = A (2.4)





Mass flux, m c , is now the product of U c and pc . To calculate






















Discharge coefficients, C<j , are then estimated using
Cd=
'Pc^i (2.9)
The variation of discharge coefficients with
volumetric flow rate is shown in Figure 7. The dependence is
near linear, where C^ decreases slightly with Tc at a given
flow rate. Discharge coefficients range from 0.531 to 0.730,
which is consistent with other workers' results CRef. 1 2 3
•
When plotted verses the Reynolds number as shown in F i g u r
e
8 , the discharge coefficients at different temperatures
collapse more closely together than in Figure 7. Such
behavior indicates satisfactory injection system performance
[Ret. 43. Numerical tabulations of the data are found in
Tab! es 1 , 2 , 3, and 4
.
During qualifications tests small hysteresis was
indicated by the' plenum chamber pressure as the flow
increased and decreased. With increasing flow rate plenum
chamber pressures relative to ambient pressures, were 2 to
10% lower than when flow rates decreased. These data were
taken over time intervals long enough to ensure steady state
conditions were obtained. This result was probably due to
fluid circuit effects of the air supply system and plenum
chamber, specifically, behavior similar to that produced by
inductances and capacitances in electric circuits. This
h y s t e r i s was probably the result of a. velocity dependent
separation occur ing in the d i f f u s e r of the injection system.
However, in spite of the hysteresis, data are self
26
consistent (even though obtained as the flow rate both
decreased and increased) with minimal scatter: C<j varations
from hysteresis ar-s no greater than 1 or 2 %
.
B. HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE
The heat transfer surface was designed and developed to
provide a constant heat flux over its area. The aver age
surface temperature may be adjusted and maintained from
o
_
a m b i en t up to 6 G . The device was constructed so that the
upward facing part is exposed to the wind tunnel air stream,
with minimal h e a t loss by c o n d u ct ion from the sees and
beneath the s u rf ace. The s u r f a c e has been
instrumented to measure surface temperatures with
thermocouples place just beneath the surface, and a film of
liquid crystals sprayed on the top surface.
1 . Descr i p t i on
A photograph of the heat transfer surface is shown
in Figure 9 . The design is based on a similar surface used
by the University of Minnesota CRef . 133 and CRef. 143. It
consists of a thin stainless steel foil ( A I S I 302 full
hard), 0.127 mm x 1.194 m :•: 0.467 m , painted flat black
with approximately 5 layers of liquid crystals. Attached to
the underside of the foil are 38 copper- constant an, 0.254 mm
diameter, thermocouples integrated into grooves cut into a
single sheet of 0.25 mm (10 mil) thick double-sided tape
( manuf actor ed by the 3M Company). The grooves are then
27
filled with RTV . A silicon rubber heater, 1.0 mm x 1.143m x
0.457 m, 120V/100W, is attached to the tape with Electobound
e p o x y which was applied to both the tape and heater
surfaces. The heater is then backed by a 12.7 mm (1/2 in.)
thick 1 e ; •; a n sheet, followed by 25.4 mm of foam insulation.
3 2.5 5 m m t h i c k s I y rofoais and one s h e e t of 9.53 mm t h i c
k
balsa wood, as shown in Figure 10.
Around the edges of the foil grease was inserted
between the foil and plexiglass frame to allow for thermal
expansion of the top surface. Two thin metal wires are also
r
t h r o u g h the floor of the wind tunnel with 3 lb we. g h t
s
attached to each wire to add tension to the foil and help
maintain a flat surface during thermal expansion. Additional
vertical movement of the foil' surface above the bottom wall
of the wi-nd tunnel occurs due to thermal expansion during
heating. The surface is maintained level by adjusting screws
in the plexiglass frame supporting the heat transfer surface
from below. During heat transfer tests, the top surface of
the foil remained remarkably flat and smooth with minimal
surface irregular i t i e s .
Thermocouples are placed on the surface as shown in
Figure 11. In each row, thermocouples ar e 2.54 cm apart. The
surface temperature is controlled b y adjusting input voltage
to the heater using a Standard Electrical Product Co.
v a r i a c , type 3 B . With t h i s type of heat transfer surface,
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addition of more thermocouples for improved spatial
resolution of surface temperature is difficult because of
cold spots and paths for leakage caused by large numbers of




Preliminary qualification tests were made using an
early version of the heat transfer surface in order to
understand its behavior and performance characteristics.
Improvements in design and construction led to the heat
transfer surface used to obtain the final results.
Qualification results from the final surface, using
temperature sensitive liquid crystals, showed more uniform
temperatures, giving evidence of more uniform heat flux,
than results from the early version.
To test the early version of the heat transfer
surface, a Hughes Probeye Thermal Video System series 4000,
consisting of a infrared and video camera with display
screen, was used to measure the surface temperatures with
heat transfer surface outside the wind tunnel. With this
o
system temperature variations as small as 1 C can be
measured. The surface was observed under four operating
conditions: natural convection with a surface temperature of
approximately 33 C , forced convection with an initial
o
surface temperature of approximately 33 C , natural
convection with a surface temperature of approximately 45 C
,
and forced convection with an initial temperature of
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approximately 40 C. Results of these tests are shown in
Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15 respect i vi ly. The test were
undertaken to measure temperature differences in order to
provide some verification of uniform heat flux under
different operating conditions.
a . Pr e 1 i m i n a r y T e s t
s
The natural convection conditions shown in
Figures 12 and 14 indicate that the surface temperature
o
d i s t r i b u t i o n is uniform within 2 - 3 C . A low temperature
region is located near the leading edge on the left side,
caused by the larger number of thermocouple wires located
n e a r t h e f o r w a r d section of the test surface. This p r o b 1 e
m
was eliminated in the final heat transfer surface design.
Figures 13 and 15 show the surface isobars for
the forced convection tests to be spanwise uniform midway
between the two sides along most of the length of the test
surface. Such behavior evidences a locally two-dimensional
turbulent. boundary layer with a constant heat flux at the
surface. Moving air was provided by a Tahoe Products Inc.
fan (model number PF-G5-1) with a 22.25 cm blade diameter,
which produced a free stream velocity estimated to be
between 2 and 4 m/s. Away from the flow produced by the fan,
near the sides of the test surface, temperature variations
are highly non-uniform as would be expected. Comparing
results in Figures 12 and 14 with those in Figures 13 and
15, the small cold spot present with natural convection near
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the leading edge almost disapears with forced convection,
probably as a result of the higher heat transfer
coefficients involved.
A circular cool spot is located near tne
trailing edge and is present with all surface conditions as
shown in Figures 12, 14, and 15. The variation is caused by
a small non heated portion of the silicon heater containing
a thermostat. In the final design, this heater was replaced
with one without a thermostat to avoid formation of a local
cold spot.
b . Energy Balance
An energy balance was performed to determine
heat loss by conduction on the heat transfer surface used
to obtain final results. During the energy balance, heat
loss by radiation and convection were prevented since the
metal foil surface, ordinarily exposed to convection in the
wind tunnel, was covered three layers of, 25.4 mm thick,
foam insulation. For the energy balance and for all wind
tunnel testing, foam insulation was also placed around the
sides of the test surface located below the wind tunnel
convection surface. To estimate heat loss through the
insulation placed on top of the foil surface, the one-
















where k is .04 W/m K, A is 0.4897 m2 , X is 0.0254 m, and AT
is the temperature drop in the X direction. Heat conduction
through the bottom and sides of the heat transfer device are
then g i ven by
^cond = v, ~qw (2.11)
where VI is the power into the test plate, and q is the
conduction loss through the top insulation. Tests to








:> be of the same magnitude as conduction losses experienced
o
i_ under normal test conditions with convective neat transfer
from the top of the plate.
^cond ' s plotted verses Tw - T amb in Figure
17. From these results an emperical equation was generated
^cond = °- 93 + 1-45AT - 0.051AT2 0.00068AT3 (2.12)
Where, here AT is Tw - T amb. This equation is only valid
o
over a range of Tw - T amb from 8 to 30 C. When exposed to
convection in the wind tunnel , conduction losses are only
1.5 to 2.5% of the total power, therefore even a 25% error
in the estimate of conduction losses will cause less than a
1/2% change in the estimate of heat transfer by convection.
In order to have additional verification of the
conduction model given by equation (2.12), conduction losses
were estimated beneath the surface, through the plexiglass
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sides, as well as from the foil to the plexiglass frame.
Numerous thermocouples were placed at key positions between
the layers of material and the test plate to make these
estimates, as shown in Figure 16. Temperatures from these
thermocouples were then employed in the one-dimensional form
of Fourier's conduction equation. The estimates were made
for the same power levels mentioned earl i er . Results are
listed in Table 6. The total of these estimates showed rough
agreement with equation (2.12). At low power inputs, less
than 16 Watts, the model slightly under estimated losses,
while at higher power levels, greater than 18 Watts, the
model si ightly over estimated conduction losses. The
differences are probably due to the mu 1 t i -d i mens i ona
1
effects at the corners and sides of the foil surface, which





Radiation losses were estimated from the














The view factors, Fj: , for the top wall and each side wall
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From these equations, radiation losses for an average plate
o
temperature of 40 C was found to be 53 Watts, approximately
8.5% of the total power into the transfer surface.
c. Contact Resistance
In the present study, thermocouples are attached
to the stainless steel foil using the 0.25 mm double-sided
tape and RTV silicon rubber epoxy. Welding was not used due
to the thinness of the foil. Consequently, a thermal contact
resistance, 1 / (
h
c A ) , is present between the back of the foil
surface and the thermocouples. This contact resistance along
with the thermal conductivity, k, of the metal foil will
cause the thermocouples to measure a higher temperature than
actually found on the test surface, where this difference,






Contact resistance is highly dependent on the contact
pressure as well as the area of the surfaces in contact. Due
to the method of construction of the test surface, contact
pressure can only be estimated while the Area of the
thermocouples in contact with the surface can vary in the
shape and size of each bead. These unknown properties
precluded an emperical estimate of the value of the contact
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resistance, Two different methods were used to determine the
average contact resistance experimentally: (1) with
conductive heat transfer conditions and thermocouples above
and below the foil, noting that the contact resistance is
twice as large due to the presence of two layers of
t h e r m o c o u p 1 e s , a n d ( 2 ) b y direct measuremen t o f t he drop in
temperature with convective heat transfer. The. second method
involved comparing the surface temperatures indicated by
liquid crystals to ones measured with thermocouples beneath
t h e 5 u r face. From these two methods the contact resist a n c e
p 1 u s the conductivity resistance in the plate was estimate d
t o be 0.016 K / Watt. The same value was used for all
thermocouples. Because this is an average value over the
entire plate, the actual resistance for individual
thermocouples may vary from this value, causing small
deviations in the s p a n w i s e heat transfer coefficients and
Stanton numbers. As would be expected these variations were
unaffected by flow conditions. As will be seen, small
variations due to contact resistance are eliminated by
presenting results as Stanton number ratios for local
conditions.
3 . Earlier Design
The final heat transfer surface design is the third
iteration. The first one had 146 thermocouples held in place
by two layers of tape. Due to the large number of





















exhibit uniform heat flux. The thermal video system
indicated that isobars were nonuniform in the spanwise
direction with many cool spots above the locations of large
numbers of thermocouple wires. The cool spots were observed
under both natural and forced convection. The original foil
a 1 5 D h a d s o m e small dents, i n c u i*red in shipping. A better
grade of stainless steel foil, packaged as a single sheet
rather than a coil, was used in later designs to minimize
surface deformities.
Of the three designs, the final one was believed to
produce the most uniform surface heat flux because (1) the
surface was the smoothest, ( 2 ) fewer thermocouples were
used, attached with i n d u s r i a 1 strength double backed liner
instead of 2 layers of tape, (3) thermocouple wires were
spread uniformly behind the foil instead of being bunched in
groups, and (4) slots were carefully cut into the tape for
placement of thermocouple wires to prevent and raised
surfaces between the foil and heater. A plexiglass frame was
also added to provide better support from the sides in
addition to a leiian sheet which was added to supply a more
rigid support from below. The 1 e ;•: a n helped prevent sagging




All thermocouples used in this study were type-T
( copper-constan tan ) , 0.254 mm diameter, manufactured by
Omega Engineering. Two thermocouples (freestream probe and
temperature profile probe) were calibrated using a
temperature regulated bath consisting of liquid nitrogen and
electric heaters and a known platinum resistance reference
< -0.01 O.The calibration was performed over the
temperature range of IS - 60 C. The millivolt reading of
the thermocouples verses. the reference temperature was used
to generate a fourth degree polynomial equation using a
least squares curve fitting technique.
T = 26.573E- 1.937
E
2 0.998E 3 - 0.261E4 (2.17)
wher e
E = millivolts x 1000 (2.18)
The same polynomial was used for the thermocouples used on
the heat transfer test plate as all thermocouples indicated
very similar behavior at different temperatures.
Temperature profiles were performed using one of the
calibrated thermocouples mounted on a traversing mechanism.
The traversing mechanism was driven by a simple threaded
shaft (IB threads per inch). This threaded shaft was used to
move a traveling block attached to the mounting stem of the
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thermocouple probe, such that shaft rotations could be
converted to vertical probe position with respect to the
wall .
D. WIND TUNNEL
The wind tunnel pictured in Figure 18, built by A e r o 1 a b
,
was .designed to provide a flow field from the nozzle with
uniform velocity and low turbulence intensity. It is
designated the MPS Shear Layer Research Facility (SLRF). The
tunnel has numerous pressure taps along both side walls and
contains many instrument ports along the top wall to measure
flow char a c t e r i s t i c s
.
1 . D e s c r i p t i g n
The SLRF, shown in Figures 19 and 20, is a wind
tunnel of the open circuit blower type with fan upstream and
air entering the fan inlet from the surrounding room. The
air speed through the test section can be adjusted from 5 to
40 m / s The tunnel frame has leveling screws to adjust the
center line of the tunnel to a horizontal position. The
discharge part of the fan slips into the inlet end of the
wide-angle diffuser with a 1.6 mm (1/6 in) clearance all the
way around to isolate vibrations from the fan to the wind
tunnel body. The diffuser section contains a filter pack and
a nozzle leading to the test section. The test section is a
rectangular duct, 3.048 m (10 ft) long, and 0.6096 m (24 in)
wide, as shown in Figure 20. The top wall is a continous
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panel fabricated from 4.76 mm thick Lexan sheet with
neoprene channel seals at the edges. The ceiling panel
height and shape may be changed to permit adjustment of
static pressure along the length of the test section. A test
section height variation of 0.1524 to 0.3043 meters (6 to 12
inches) can be obtained. The floor of the test section
consists of- 0.6096 meters (2 ft) and 1.2192 meters (4 ft)
sections which are removable and replaceable. Each floor
section has "O" ring seals at their seams. Removable side
windows allow good accessibility to the test section.
Profile measurements may b e made using probes inserted
through the top and bottom walls.CRef. 16]
A schematic of the test section components used in
the present study are shown in Figure 21. An unhealed
starting length of 1.10 m exists upsteam of the heated test
surface. The injection nozzles are located 1.08 m downstream
of the boundry layer trip and 0.02 m upstream of the test
surface. The leading edges of the vortex generators are
placed 0.479 m downstream of the boundry layer trip. A
schematic of vortex generator geometry is shown in Figure
22 .
2 . Qualification and Performance
Extensive qualification test of the Shear Layer
Research Facility were conducted by Li gran i CRef. 17].
Results show that the variation of total pressure at the
exit plane of the nozzle is less than 0.4% at 26 m / s and 34
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m/s. Mean velocity varies less than 0.7% for the same mean
freestream speeds. From five-hole pressure probe
measurements, the velocity angle deviation is nowhere
greater than about 0.6 degrees at the nozzle exit plane.
Profile measurements of the mean velocity and
longitudinal t urbulence i n t ens i t y in the turbul s n t boundary
layer developing at 20 m/s indicate normal, spanwise uniform
behavior. For this qualification test, and all results which
follow, the boundary layer was tripped near the exit of the
nozzle with a 1.5 mm high strip of tape. Total pressure
measurements along the test section surface at the nozzle
exit were uniform within 0.5% indicating s p a n w i s e u n i f o r
m
skin friction.
Freestream turbulence intensity was measured to be
0.00085 (8.5 one - hundreths of one percent) at 20 m/s
increasing to 0.00095 at 30 m / s
.
E. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The data acquisition system was designed to r a p i d i 1
y
measure thermocouple voltages and convert them to
temperatures in deg C. Using these temperatures, along with
user supplied information on ambient conditions, f r e e s t r-e a
conditions, and power input, the system calculates free
stream velocity, density, local heat transfer coefficients
and Stanton numbers, and spanwise averages of heat transfer




The data acquisition system is comprised of an HP-
B5B computer with its associated memory module and interface
cards. Mass storage is provided by an internal cassette
storage drive. Voltages from the type-T ( copper-con
s
tan tan )
thermocouples are read by an HP-34 C5 7A Data
Acquisition/Control Unit with a HP-3498A Extender. The unit
communicates with the computer through a HP-329737A
Interface. Software, described below, converts the voltage
inputs into temperatures. The HP-S5B is used to calculate,
store, display, and print desired information.
2 . £ o f t w a r e
Three programs., STDAT 1 , STDAT3 , and TPROF were
developed to be used under various flow conditions. The
three programs are listed in Appendix D.
a . STDAT
1
STDAT 1 , developed by Ligrani, Ort is, and Joseph,
prompts the user for current (amps) and voltage to the
heater to calculate the power (Watts) into the heat transfer
surface. The program continues by prompting the user for
stagnation pressure (in H 0) of freestream and ambient
pressure (in Hg ) . The computer than reads the thermocouple
voltages, converting them into temperatures and storing them
in a matrix. After all temperatures have been calculated the
freestream density and velocity are calculated in SI units.
From this point, the program accounts for conduction and
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radiation losses, and contact resistance. .It continues by
calculating local and span wise averaged heat transfer
coefficients, and Stanton numbers. Reynolds number are also
given based on the downstream distance. Upon completetion of
these calculations the program prints the data on an
attached printer and stores them on a disk file.
i
£ b . STDAT3
i
l| STDAT3 is a modification, by Joseph, to the
original STDAT 1 . This program runs in the same manner as
STDAT 1 except for modifications to use previously stored
baseline measurements to obtain ratio type relationships.
The program also contains an option to calculate til
m
cooling injection parameters including discharge
coefficients, density ratios, massflux ratios, momentum flux
ji ratios, and blowing rate.
i;
J
1 c . TPROF
TPROF was written by Li gran i to calculate
temperatures from thermocouple probe output, as the probe
was traversed in the turbulent boundary layer, above the
heated test surface. As the program begins, local flow, wall
heat flux and wall temperatures are read in. The program
then calculates a friction temperature and a friction
velocity. The program then enters a loop where it
acquisitions a voltage from the thermocouple, and then
calculates temperatures from the volatage using probe
calibration results. This loop is repeated as the probe is
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moved to new locations, where probe location is read in and
accounted for. After the last profile point (the probe is
moved from the frees tream to the wall), the program prints
out relevant parameters including thermal boundary layer
thickness, as well as dimensional and normalized profile
t a b u 1 a t ions.
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III. EXPEfi I MENTAL RESULTS
The study was conducted in four parts. The first
consisted of establishing baseline Stanton numbers and heat-
trans fer coefficients for a turbulent boundary layer over a
constant heat flu ;; test s u r f ace at Uqj =10 m / s w i t h an
unhealed starting length of 1.10 meters. The second part
consisted of documenting the effects of various size
vortices over the same surface using the same freestream
conditions. The next
t u r b
u
lent b o u n d a r / 1 a y e r with film cooling at three blowing
rates. The final series of tests were conducted to study the
effects of an embedded vortex on heat transfer in the film
c o o 1 e d turbulent boundary layer.
A. BASELINE MEASUREMENTS
Heat transfer measurements were performed and recorded
for three different freestream velocities over the test
surface; 10, 15 and 20 m / s . Numerical tabulation of heat
transfer coefficients, Stanton numbers at different
thermocouple positions in addition to span wise averaged
Stanton numbers by thermocouple row are 1 i sted in Appendix
E.
The span wise heat transfer coefficients of the test
surface at 10 and 20 m/s are shown in Figures 23 and 24
respect i v i 1 y . Except for row 1, the spanwise uniformity is
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very good with maximum variations of 1 0% (from the average
for a given row) at 10 m/s. These small variations are due
to differences in contact resistance between different
thermocouples. As shown in the two figures the qualitative
form of these variations is the same at different flow
conditions. Larger spanwise variations for row 1 appear to
be due to multi-dimensional conduction losses near the
leading edge of the test surface in addition to contact
r es i stance .
Spanwise averaged Stanton numbers for 10, 15, and 20 m/s
are plotted as functions of Reynolds number in Figures 25,
26, and 27. These data show agreement with the empirical
equation for turbulent boundary layers at constant free
stream velocity along a flat plate, with constant heat flux
and an unheated starting length of 1.10 m. CRef. 183
-0.111
0.04
St x Pr =0.030Re x
-(4-r
(3.1)
The maximum variation between the emperical equation and
measured data is approximately 5%, at 15 m/s, with excellent
agreement at 10 and 20 m/s. At a given Reynolds number and
test plate location, Stanton numbers may be repeated within
a few percent provided thermal equilibrium of the wind
tunnel and heated test surface have been achieved.
Mean temperature profiles were measured at X = 1 . 4 4 and
1.85 meters. These are shown in Figures 28 and 29,
indicating expected behavior. At 1.85 meters, profiles show
excellent spanwise uniformity at three different span
locations, which indicates that the mean flow field is two-
d i mens i on a 1
Figure 30 shows mean temperature data plotted in non-
dimensional wall coordinates Y+ and T+. When compared to the
empirical law of the wall CRef. 1S3
in
i- z
: £ T + = 2.195lnY + + 13.2Pr-5.66 (3.2)
U
the data show agreement for 100 < Y+ (200. At larger Y+
,





q layers developing with an unheated starting length. Mean
|~ temperature profile data deviate from equation (3.2) for Y +
\ Q
u < 1 due to probe spatial resolution effects and significant
u
D




K B. SINGLE VORTEX
Four different size vortex generators, Figure 22, were
individually positioned 0.479 m downstream from the boundary
layer trip. All results were obtained at a free stream
velocity of 10 m/s. The heat transfer are given in terms of
St/St for thermocouple position. The measured data for each
test is found in Appendix G.
The St/St ratios, as a function of Z position, where
2=0 is the centerline, are shown for each vortex in Figures
2S - 35.
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Vortex generator #1, smallest, was positioned with its
tip 4.2? cm left of the wind tunnel center line. The effects
of the vortex ars evident in the Stanton number ratios. The
ratio increases near the downwash side of the vortex to a
maximum of 1.19 and decreases over the up w a s h side to a
minimum of 0.975. The d ow n w a s h side of the v o r t e x a p p e
a
r s to
be thinning t he boun d amy layer, thus increasing the
localized heat transfer, while the upwash side appears to be
thickening the boundary layer, decreasing the localized h e a t
transfer, The basel ine Stanton number, St data used to non-
dimensional i is results in Figures 28-35, and all subsequent
t i g u r e s , w a s o b T.- a i n e d a t c o n d i t ions w h i c h were not a t Bxac I
thermal equilibrium. A repeat of these data give St values
a few percent higher, w h i c h gives slightly lower S t / S te
ratios. Referring to Figures 28-35, St/Ste values at
locations away from the vortex are thus closer to 1.0 than
indicated in the figures.
Vortex generator #2 was positioned 4.79 cm left of the
wind tunnel center 1 ine. The effects on heat transfer are
much the same as with #1 only with an increase in the
variation of the S t / S t ratio to a high of 1.204 and a low
of 0.949. The overall effect in the spanwise averaged
Stanton number is nearly the same as with vortex # 1 : both
are appro;: i mat 1 ey 5% greater than the baseline data without
a v o r t e x .
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Vortex generator #3 was positione 8.08 cm left of the
center! ine. Again, the results are very similar to those
from generator # 1 , w i t h a high of 1.274 and a low of 0.951 in
Stanton number ratios. The spanwise average of Stanton
numbers ar e nearly identical to those of vortex #1 and ft 2
.
i n e mi a j o r d i f f e
r
ence note d with v o r t e x #3 is the s m e a r i n g o f
Stanton number ratios on the u p w a s h side of the vortex at
positions Z-2.54 and 5.08 cm. This effect may suggest the
presence of a small secondary vortex.
Vortex generator # 4 , positioned 9.096 cm left c f~
centerline, produces a vortex so large that it dominates t h
e
e n t i r e measured flow field of the surface. The diameter of
the vortex appears to range from 10 to 15 cm. while the
spanwise averaged Stanton numbers show a marked increase
from the baseline of approximately 10 -14%. The effects of a
secondar y v o r t e x have become more visible and can be seen
from Z=0 to 7.62 cm. Due to the large size and effects of
v d r t e x #4 it was n o t used in a n y subsequent tests.
These results, especially those found in Figures 30 and
31 compare very fa v o r a b
1
y with those of E i bec k and Eaton,
Figures 36 a n d 37. Figure 36 shows the spanwise Stanton
number ratio with a vortex generator 2 cm high and a 20 d e
g
angle of attack. Figure 37 shows the spanwise Stanton number
ratio with a vortex generator 3 cm high and a 12 d e g angle
of attack. CRef. 9]
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The strength of the individual vortices can be
quantified by their respective circulations, where
circulation =2.5HUeo 0.10 (3.3)
For this study the circulation of vortices #1, #2, #3, and
#4 were determined to be approximately 0.045, 0.075, 0.125,
and 0.175 m /s respect ivi ly. [Ref. 193
C. FILM COOLING
Heat transfer measurements were performed and recorded
at 10 m/s with film cooling at 9 = 1.543, 1.485, and 1.474
with blowing ratios, 0.68, 0.55, and 0.54 respect i vi 1 y.
Numerical tabulations of local heat transfer coefficients,
local £t/St ratios, and spanwise averaged Stanton numbers
are listed in Appendix F. The Stanton number results for
each of the three blowing ratios were stored in a data file
to be used for comparison with those measured under the
influence of both a vortex and film cooling.
When comparing this film cooling data with results from
injection system qualification, measured disc ha r g e
coefficients, were a few percent lower for the same flow
rates. This was due to two seperate effects: (1) no external
flow existed with qualification tests whereas in later
tests, jets were subject to external flow as the exited, and
(2) when the injection system is connected to the wind
tunnel test section floor, small steps were present at seam
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locations in inject ion tubes. The slightly lower discharge
coefficients, measured during wind tunnel testing, had no
significant effect on flow behavior in the film cooled
boundary layer or on the accuracy of measured injection flow
p arameters
.
The s p a n w i 5 e aver aged £ t / £
t
ratios are p 1 o 1 1 e d a s
functions of Reynolds number in Figure 38. Here a. Reynolds
number of 7 . 2E5 corresponds to an X/d ratio of 3.47 while a
Reynolds number of 1 . 3 E 6 corresponds to an X / d ratio of
103.8, where X is 'distance from the down stream edge of
injection holes, and i n j e c t ion hole diameter d = . 9 5 c m . A
s
c a n be s e e n f r o m the figure, the o / e r a 1 1 heat transfer rate
has been substantially reduced when compared with that of
the baseline. The greatest effect on the heat transfer due
to the film cooling is near the leading edge of the test-
plate. The results show trends consistent with other heat
transfer data from turbulent boundary layers cooled using a
s ingle row of injection holes C R e f . 12]
Temperature profiles were measured at 10 m / s with film
cooling at a blowing ratio of 0.632 and 0=1.543. These are
compared to profiles without film cooling for the same
downstream position in Figure 42. The profiles with film
cooling show larger differences from the freest ream
temperature, with smaller apparent near wall gradients and
T - Tqq deficits which extend to greater Y than without
film cooling. Such behavior evidences some effects produced
by film cooling: thicker thermal boundary layers and lower
heat transfer from the wall to the f r e e s t r e a m
.
D. SINGLE VORTEX AND FILM COOLING
The final phase of research consisted of measuring the
effects of a single vortex on heat transfer in a film-cooled
turbulent boundary layer. Measurements were performed using
v o r t e x generator #2 placed at three different locations,
Z= -3 . 5 2 , -4.79, and -6.06 cm. All three sets of 'data were
taken with a film cooling blowing ratio of approximately
1.6. Mu i1"! eric a 1 o u i p u t - f o u n d in Ap p e n d i x E - were c a 1 cu 1 a t e d
in a similar manner to those of previous tests except two
Stanton number ratios have been calculated: St/St , the
Stanton number ratio in relation to the original baseline,
and St/Stf , the Stanton number ratio in relation to tests
with film cooling only at the same and m values.
The graphical representations of St/St as a function of
Z , with the vortex located at 2 = - 4 . 7 9 cm, are shown in
Figures 43 through 49. In these figures, St/St =1
corresponds to an undisturbed turbulent boundary layer,
square symbols correspond to a boundary layer with film
cooling, and circular symbols show results for a boundary
layer with film cool in g a n d an embedded vortex. As shown in
the figures, except for local hot spots, overall heat
transfer rates ar e lower than in an undisturbed turbulent
boundary. Local i zed heat transfer rates greater than
St/St=1.0 occur near the vortex downwash side. The increase
begins at approximately X = 1 . 3 meters and continues down the
length of the test surface. At X=1.4 57 meters the maximum
where St/St =1.112. Another interesting feature is the
overall drop in the Stanton n umb e r rat i o , r anq i n g f r om 6
11%, on the upwash side of the vortex. This effect persists
not only in the downstream direction along the length of the
surface, but also in the span wise direction.
Figure 5 shows the e f f e c t of an embedded v o r t e o
n
S t a n t o n numbers in a film cooled turbulent boundary ! a y
e
r i
terms of St/Stf .From this figure, it is apparent that there
is a large heat transfer gradient near the upwash side of
the vortex. The rise in heat transfer rates, although
demonstrating localized maximums, persists along the length
of the test surface at a Z value of approximately 2.54 cm.
When the vortex generator was- moved to 2= -3. 5 2 and
-6.06 cm, Figures 51 through 58 indicate that the same
overall qualitative data trends are present. However,
drastic local quantitative changes occur because the vortex
location is changed with respect to the film cooling holes.
Local increases in Stanton number ratios are again present
along with decreases on the upwash side of the vortex. These
decreased S t / S
t
values persist not only in the direction oi
flow but also in the spanwise direction.
Decreased St/Stf ratios are seen in Figures 54 and 58.
On the +Z side of the test surface St/Stf ratios are as low
as 0.S5, The vortex appears to push the coolant from its
upwash side causing the coolant to disperse in a fairly
uniform manner. In contrast, without film cooling, decreases
in local heat transfer near the vortex upwash side are mora
local i z e d
.
Figure 59 shows the temperature distribution in the Y , Z
plane of vortex #2 with film cooling. An approximate
location of the thermal boundary layer is identified. The
results used in this figure are only tentative.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Baseline measurements show excellent agreement with
Stanton number correlations for a flat plate with constant
wall heat flux and unhealed starting length. Results with
film cooling show e x p e c t ed trends , and resul t s w i t h an
embedded vortex show excellent agreement with data from the
1 iterature. The effects of the vortex on heat transfer in
the film coole d b o u n d a r y 1 a y e r are significant an d
important: ( 1 ) on the d o w n w a s h side of the vortex, heat
transfer is augmented, effects of film cooling are negated
and iocal "hot-spots' 1 will exist in engines; (2) near the
u p w a s h side of the vortex, coolant is pushed to the side of
the vortex, appearing to augment the protection provided by
film cooling: and ( 3 ) as the vortex location is changed with
respect to film cooling holes, significant local
quantitative changes in heat transfer occur even though
overall qualitative trends remain unchanged.
It is recommended that in subsequent experimentation
that spatial resolution be increased, provided it can be
done without compromising the integrity of the heat transfer
surface. In order to more clearly visualize the interaction
of the vortex with film cooling injection, it w o u
1
d also be
desireable to employ flow visualization.
APPENDIX A
FIGURES
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H 2.5 H L W
#1 1 .8 4 .50 6.50 3 . 50
#2 3.0 7.50 9 .50 4 .50
#3 5.0 12.50 14 .00 6.00
#4 7.0 17.50 19 .00 7 . 50
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TABLE 1. INJECTION SYSTEM DATA \Toc ^19 C)
FLOW RATE
( m * 3 / s )
MASS FLUX





























EXIT TEMP. D I SCHARGE REYNOLDS
i d e g C ) COEFFICIENT NUMBER





18.3 . 69 i 3 3 3 . 3
13.9 0.679 300 3.0
19.2 0. 694 2 702.7
19.2 0.674 2402.4
19 ,2 0.658 2101.1
1 14
TABLE -,-. o,INJECTION SYSTEM DATA (Toc«32 C)
FLOW RATE MASS FLUX EX I T TEMP
( m
A 3 / s ) ( k g / m * 2 * 5 ) ( d e q C )
0.701E-2 0.S95E+1 31 .8
. 654E-2 0.835E+1 32




0.561E-2 0.71 6E+1 32
0.514E-2 . 656E+ 32 .
0.467E-2 . 597E+1 31 , 9
0.421E-2 . 5 3 7 E + 1 3 2 1
0.374E-2 0.477E+1 31 .9
0.327E-2 0. 418E+1 31 , 9
. 3 7 4E-2 0. 477E+1 z
0.421E-2 . 537E+1 3 il i 2
0.467E-2 0.596E+I 32 Z
0.514E-2 . 657E+ 3 I . 7
0.561E-2 . 7 1 6E+ 31 i t-j
. 6 7 E - 2 . 776E+I 31 , 9
O . 7 1E-2 . S95E+ 32 . O
DISCHARGE






























2 12 5 . 5
2 4 2 . 4
2bb Q . 3
293- . 3
3 2 3 , ^
X 4- ^ P
. 1
~ 7 tj ^
. 1
4 00 4 .
1
1


















4 6 7E-. i-y
0. 421E- • 'J.
0. 374E-u ry
327E- . <">
0. 374E- . O
0. 421E- . "">
o. 467E- • 2
5 1 -IE- . o
j 6 i E ~ ^
6 75-. o
. 7 i E - 2
MASS FLUX EX I T TEMP
( k q / m * 2 * s ) <DEG C)
.862E+1 43, 6
. 805E+1 43. 5
. 7 4 7E+1 43.
. 690E+1 43 5
. 632E+1 43.
0.575E+1 43. 5










~J U 1 J. 1W • 1-= W —' S-i J. 4 3 , 3
. 6 9 E+
1
4 3 D
. 747E+1 43. 6











































TABLE 4. INJECTION SYSTEM DATA
^oc C)
FLOW RATE MASS FLUX EXIT TEMP.
( m
A 3 / s ) ( k g / m A 2 * s ) (DEG C)
0.701E-2 . S14E+1 54.4
0.654E-2 . 759E+1 54 . 6
. 6Q7E-2 . 706E +
1
54. 1








































(W/m A 2*K) A (m A 2) AX ( m )
0.04 0.04897 0.0254
0.04 0.0848 0.0254































Uncertainty analysis was performed using the method
proposed in 1953 by Kline and McClintock CRef. 203. This is
the root sum square method, where the uncertainty, Wp , of









To calculate the uncertainty of the heat transfer
coefficient, h, the following independent variable
uncertainties where determined: Wq =-16 W/m , Wyw = 1 . 5 C
,
and Wj =-0.1 C. Here the uncertainity of convection was
based on a 2% error in radiation losses and a 1% error in
conduction losses. The uncertainty of Tw is higher than Tqj
due to higher uncertainty inherent in our calculation of
contact resistance. From these parameters the uncertainty of
h was determined to be 10.73 W/m^K or approximately 2.5%
based on an h value of 30 W/m^K.
To calculate the uncertainty of the Stanton number, the
uncertainty of the heat transfer coefficient along with the
following independent variable uncertainties were





- . 1 m/s and Wc = 2 J/kgK.
The uncertainty of Cp was based on the assumption of
120
constant properties. From these parameters the uncertainty
of the Stanton numbers was calculated to be i 1.3E-4 or







A - P amb
1
,:1\\ i Al - T amb
?! pty! .
^ Hoc ! CO
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D3 - (PC UC ),
c
: L?h. D4 - Cd
S & '
.;: ffij : D5 - contact resistance temperature correction
•: *$(
:
M '• F 1 - V-
j Til
H() - h ,h
f





Q - q convection (W/m)
Ql - q conduction ( W
)
Q2 - q radiation -(W)



















X 1 ( )
Rex
Stanton numbers
basel ine Stanton numbers










vol t a g e
downstream distance (m)
contact resistance ( K / W )
123
16 REM PROGRAM STDfiTl
29 REM
3m REM tHIS PROGRAM
40 REM ACQUIRES MULTIPLE
58 REM CHANNEL THERMOCOUPLE
60 REM DATA
70 REM RNO CALCULATES HEAT
SO REM TRANSFER
90 REM
100 REM LI GRAN I /ORTIZ-' JOSEPH VER
SI OH
110 REM NOVEMBER 1386
. \ 120 REM
i: ftjj: ISO REM
J! ffe
; S 140 REM
3|' m\ z 150 CLEAR
l M> £ 160 DIM ClU40>,Xl<8)
'.*!»! x 170 OIM A< 110),U( 110).. W( 110)
ffl:
u 180 DIM H< 140> , S( 140)
m'. £ 190 D ISP "(HIT <COHT>
if- u 208 PAUSE
my. 2 210 CLEAR
W. ? 220 REM
$! : £ 238 REM
^V > 240 REM CH . 0-79, 100-133$' ° 250 REM COPPER CONST A NT AN THERMO
o COUPLES
tgj: < 260 REM
'-ffl- Q 270 REM .-
t
:|!<: u 280 REM
8$: u 290 FOR I=0 TO 139 "
:&;: 300 CHI > = l
SSjj! 310 NEXT IMi £ 32@ REM
TO 1 u 330 REM
'?,:: K 340 REM
350 REM ENTER AMPS AND VOLTS
360 REM
37© REM
380 DISP "ENTER RUN NO (MMDDYY.H
HMM)"
390 INPUT N9
400 DISP "ENTER CURRENT C AMPS ) "
410 INPUT II
420 DISP "ENTER VOLTAGE (VOLTS)
"
430 INPUT y
440 DISP "RUN #=%N9
45* DISP " I CAMPS) = " . II
460 DISP " V( VOLTS) = " ,V
470 REM
480 REM
490 REM ENTER DEL P, AMB CNDTNS
500 REM
510 REM
520 DISP "ENTER PAMBCIN HG) H
530 INPUT A
540 DISP "ENTER DEL P(IN H20)"
550 INPUT C


































DISP U PAMB< IN HG> = " .fl













REM CONTINUE THE LOOP
REM
OUTPUT 709 ; » f\ i » ; c l < l 1 > ; VT1









REM CONTINUE TO LOOP FOR HLLTHERMOCOUPLES
860 REM
370 IP LK79 THEN GOTO 720
880 IF LI =79 THEN Ll=Ll+20
390 IF LI <> 139 THEN GOTO 728
300 GOSUS 2288
910 BEEP 10,10
920 fl< y> =lj
930 PRINT "AMBIENT T<C> = ",FU9)
940 PRINT
950 REM TRANSFORM TO SI UNITS








1040 REM PRINT OUT DATA
1050 REM
1060 PRINT "DENSITY <KG/M3>"
1070 PRINT Rl
1080 PRINT "VELOCITY <M/S>"
1090 PRINT Ul
1100 PRINT "PflMB CN/H2>°
1110 PRINT A
1120 PRINT " FS TEMP <K>"
1130 PRINT Tl





























1220 FOR I =1 TO 79
1230 T9=T9+C1CI)
1240 NEXT I




1290 PRINT "RVG PLATE TEMP,MEASU












1370 K9=T9+273 . 15
1380 U9=U + 273. 15







1440 PRINT "T PLATE-T AMB CO"
1450 PRINT 01
1460 PRINT "POWER IN C«T>"
1470 PRINT Q3
1430 PRINT "COHD LOSS CWT>"
1490 PRINT Ql
1500 PRUT "RflD LOSS (WT)"
1510 PRINT Q2
1520 PRINT "CONV LOSS <WT>"
1530 PRINT Q
1540 PRINT "CURRENT (AMPS)"
1550 PRINT I 1













































































REM CALCULATE HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS AND STANTON NU
NBERS
FOR J=l TO 2









FOR I=M TO Ml
CI ( I-=C1 (D-D5



























X 1< 5 > = 1
X 1 < 6 > = 1







































2299 ! FIND THE AMBIENT TEMPERAT
LIRE
23Q0 !






















2320 ENTER 709 .
233Q GOSUB 2170
2340 U=T
2350 OUTPUT 799 "fiI w iCl<0>; "VT1
2360 ! U = AMBIENT TEMP.
2370 !
23 38 RETURN




2430 ! SUBROUTINE TO FIND RUG ST
ANTON NO
2440 !
2450 FOR 1=1 TO 7
2460 HI CI '=0
2470 M=im-10






2520 SIC! >=H1 CI)/<R1*U1*C9)
2530 NEXT I
254 Hl(3>=8
2550 FOR 1=78 TO 79
2560 H1(3>=HK8)+H(I)
2570 NEXT I




2620 SI < 8>=H1 C8>/<R1*U1*C9)
2630 !
2640 ! PRINT HUG STANTON NO
2650 PRINT
2660 PRINT "ROW # AUG ST NO"
2670 FOR 1=1 TO 8





16 REM PROGRAM STDAT3
20 REM
30 REM THIS PROGRAM
40 REM ACQUIRES MULTIPLE
50 REM CHANNEL THERMOCOUPLE
60 REM DRTA
70 REM AND CALCULATES HEAT
80 REM TRANSFER
90 REM
100 REM LI GRAN I '-ORTIZ/ JOSEPH VER
SI ON






170 DIM A< 110>,U(110) ,W< 110)
180 DIM H< 110),S(110>,S0U10)
190 DISP "<HIT <CONT> . >
"
















360 REM ENTER AMPS AND VOLTS
370 REM
380 REM
390 DISP "ENTER RUN HO (MMDDYY.H
HMM>"
490 INPUT N9
410 DISP "ARE YOU WORKING <1>WIT
H OR <2> WITHOUT FILMCOOLING
H
420 INPUT 21
430 IF 21= i THEN GOSUB 2350
440 DISP "ENTER CURRENT( AMPS) H
450 INPUT II
460 DI*P "ENTER VOLTAGE < VOLTS )
"
470 INPUT g
480 DISP "RUN #=",N9
490 DISP " KAMPS) = " > II
!=i00 DISP " V (VOLTS > = " ,V
510 REM
520 REM






560 DISP "ENTER PflMB< IN HG>"
570 INPUT H
580 DISP ''ENTER DEL PC IN H20>"
590 INPUT c
680 DISP ''ENTER TflMB(C>"
610 INPUT fll
620 DISP ''PflMBCIN HG>=",fi
630 DISP "DEL PUN H20) = ",C





690 DISP " 'HIT <CONT>>"
700 PfiUSE
710 PRINT "STANTON NO RESULTS"
720 PRINT
730 PRINT "RUN #" ,N9
740 PRINT
750 L1=0





709 ; "RI" ;C1CL1> .: "V
300 ENTER 709 ; X
810 GOSUB 23O0







390 REM CO NTINUE TO LOOP FOR Rl
THERMOCOUPLES
900 REM
910 IF Ll< 79 THEN GOTO 760
920 IF Ll = 79 THEN Ll=Ll+20




970 PRINT "AMBIENT T<C> : " ,fl(0)
980 PRINT
990 1REM TRANSFORM TO SI UNITS
1000 R=R*3:385.82
1010 OC&248. 7
1020 T1=C1'cl 09) +273. 15
1030 Rl=fV'<:287*T1>
1048 Ul=<2-KC/R1> A .5




1090 REM PF:INT OUT DRTR
1 100 REM
1110 PRINT "DENSITY (KG/M3)"
1120 PRINT Rl





1150 PR I, -IT "PflMB <N/M2>"
1168 PRINT fl
1170 PRINT "FS TEMP CIO"
1130 PRINT Tl
1190 PRINT "THERMOMETER RMB(C)"
1200 PRINT Hi
1218 REM





1270 FOR 1=1 TO 79
1280 T9=T9+C1 <I>
1290 NEXT I








1338 REM ENERGY BALANCE
1398 REM
1408 D1=T9-U









1498 PRINT "T PLATE-T AMB <C>"
1580 PRINT Dl
1510 PRINT "POWER IN <WT>"
1520 PRINT Q3
1530 PRINT "COHD LOSS <WT>"
1540 PRINT Ql
1550 PRINT "RAD LOSS <WT)"
1560 PRINT Q2
1578 PRINT "CONV LOSS <WT>"
1588 PRINT Q
1598 PRINT "CURRENT <AMPS>"
1680 PRINT II















1759 PRINT "Ho H S
T-'ST0"
1760 REM CALCULATE HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENTS AND STANTON NU
MBERS
1770 ! CPEN FILE TO RETRIEVE BAS
ELINE ST VALUES
1780 ASSIGN* 1 TO "HDATA"
1790 FOR J=l TO 2
1800 IF J=l THEN GOTO 1829
1310 GOTO 1869
i 1320 M=l
o'£ 1830 Ml = 73
; ;|z 1340 M2 =




U 1870 Ml = 103
BJ'tt 1330 M2 = 20
fe!2u 1890 FOR I=M TO. til
|Jf!:?2 1900 Cl<I>=CKI>-05
m-iz 1910 h«: r^Q/CCi c i>-ci ( 103)
)
m-** 1920 READ* 1 * S8< I)
;^"> 1930 S< I>=HCI)^<Rl*UltC9>
:$ QO 1950 S0< I -=S<I>/S0(I >
•i^'S I960 J1 = I-M2#"KH 1970 PRINT USING 1980 ; J1,H(I>,C* S0(I>
•&2 1980 IMAGE 2D,2X,SD.DDDE#2X#0DD.
c-u ODD
-P 1990 NEXT I
gg 2000 NEXT J
lot 2010 PRINT* 2 ; N9
2020 ASSIGN* 1 TO t
2030 ASSIGN* 2 TO *
2040 REM





2090 Nl=. 0O00 156
2100 F = U1-'N1
2110 X 1 < 1 = 1 . 11329
2120 X1<2>=1 . 20269
2130 X1<3>=1 .30429
2140 X1<4>=1 . 45663
2150 Xl(5)=l. 60909
2160 X1(6>=1 . 76149
2170 Xl(7.:. = l .31389
2180 XI (S:>=2. 86629
2190 PRINT "ROW * RE"
2200 FOR 1=1 TO 8
2210 R2<I >=X1CI>*F



































































i VOLTAGE TO TEMPERATURE
! CONVERSION
i
! V<MV> TO T<C>
i
E=Xf.lO00




! FIND THE AMBIENT TEMPERflT
URE
!
OUTPUT 709 i " AI
"
} C 1< 9> i " VT
1
ii
ENTER 709 ; X
GOSUB 2300
U=T
OUTPUT 7 99 .; " H I " .; C 1 C 9 > i " VT 1
it







i SUBROUTINE TO FIND AVG ST
ANTON NO
I
FOR 1=1 TO 7
Hl< I >=0
M= I * 1 1 - 1






H 1 < 3 > =0
FOR 1=78 TO 79
H1(3>=H1(8)+H<I)
NEXT I






! PRINT AVG STANTON NO
PRINT
PRINT "ROW # AVG ST NO"
FOR 1=1 TO 8
FRINT USING 2320 , 1,31(1)
133




2860 ! SUBROUTINE FOR FC DATA
2878 DIS D "ENTER FLOW VALUE CO"
2880 INPUT Fl
2890 DISP "ENTER PLEN DEL P (IN
H20 > "
2900 INPUT PI










± 2970 ' CONVERT PLEN TEMP TO IN. IE
ig CT TEMP
5 2980 T6=l 45463*T5A . 863162
jz 2998 T7=T6+273.15
i* 3O00 U2=F1/ . 0G0921463
> 3010 T8=T7-U2*U2'C2*1005>
|o 3820 R2 =A/CT8*287>
u 3830 D2=R2*U2
>- 3840 R3 = A-":T7*287>
,* 3850 U3=<P1*2/R3) A .5
«g 3860 03=R3*U3
!u 3070 D4 =D2/D3
p 3888 F2=U2* . 099525/. 0800156
£ 3090 ! PRINT RESULTS
g 3100 PRINT "INJECTION TEMP<C>"
In. 3110 PRINT T6
ftJ 3120 PRINT "PLENUM TEMP(C>"
3130 PRINT T5
3140 PRINT "PLENUM DEL P CN/M^2>
ii
3150 PRINT PI
3160 PRINT "RHOC <KG/M^2> H
3170 PRINT R2
3188 PRINT "VELOCITY, UC CM/S>"
3198 PRINT U2
3200 PRINT "MASS FLUX<KG/MA2*S)
3210 PRINT D2
3220 PRINT "REYNOLDS NO. (DIA)"
3230 PRINT F2
3240 PRINT "DISCHARGE COEFFICIEN
T"
3250 PRINT D4
3260 PRINT "BLOWING RATIO"
3270 PRIMT D2/<R1*U1>
3288 PRINT "DENSITY RATIO"
3298 PRINT R2/R1
3300 PRINT "VELOCITY RATIO"
3310 PRINT U2/U1




10 REM PROGRAM TPROF
20 REM
36 REM THIS PROGRAM
40 REM ACQUIRES TEMPERATURE
50 REM PROFILE DATA USING
60 REM A THERMOCOUPLE
70 REM ME 2410
80 REM
90 REM LI GRAN I, NOV 1986
100 REM
110 CLEAR
120 DIM CI 148) , YC50) , TC58)
130 DIM R(58)«B(58)jC<50)






200 REM CHANNEL 130 FOR TC
210 REM
220 REM CU-CONSTANTAN TC
230 REM
240 REM
250 DISP "ENTER RUN NO (MMDDYY.H
HMMV
260 INPUT N9
270 DISP "X LOCATION <M>"
280 INPUT A\
2*0 DISP "2 LOCATION CM)"
300 INPUT 21




^50 DISP "Q COHV*
360 INPUT Ql
y.7Q DISP "TWALL CO"
330 INPUT Tl
P.9Q DISP "DENSITY <KG/M3>"
400 INPUT Ul
410 DISP "CP <WT SEC/KG K>"
420 INPUT CI
430 DISP "WALL DSPLMNT (MM)"
440 INPUT Y3
450 Q2 = Q1-' .4897
460 U2=U!*C2 A .5
470 T3=Q2 / (D1*C1*U2)



















650 REM ENTER MR IN LOOP
660 REM
670 FOR 1=1 TO 50
680 REM
690 OISP "1= "; I
780 DISP "ENTER ROTATIONS"
710 INPUT Rl
720 OISP "ENTER DEGREES"
730 INPUT R2
748 Y1=R 1*25. 4/18
750 Y2=Y!+R2*25.4/C360*13>
760 IF 1=1 THEN YCI>=Y2
770 IF 1=1 THEN GOTO 790
780 Y<::i>=Y2 + Y<I-l>
!<t 790 REM
:" 300 DISP "HIT CONT. FOR D . fl . "
«g 310 PAUSE
"o 320 CLEAR
$!;;»- 330 DISP "CHANNEL #" ;C1(L1)$"*< 340 W =
fe :
;ijJQ 350 FOR K=l TO 20
m.'k* 368 OUTPUT 709 ; " HI" ; C 1 (LI > ; "VT1
&':?%
§j
: }q 370 ENTER 709 ; X
mfk2 830 W=W+X -
l ; j£fl. 390 NEXT K
f,'c£ 988 X=W/28
; 918 PRINT "EC"; I; " > = ";
920 PRINT USING "D.6D" ; X
938 G0SU6 2328






1970 T< I >=T
1080 REM
1090 PRINT "POSITION DATA";
1100 PRINT
1110 PRINT "ROTATIONS" ;R1;
1120 PRINT " DEGREES" ;R2;
1130 PRINT
1140 PRINT "Y=";Y<I);" MM";
1150 PRINT



























































































T(l)+T(2 .-' ' c
24 40










































































BCI > = •: T1-T<I>)/T3








1340 PRINT " I Y<MM>
C > "
1350 FOR 1=1 TO 17
T<
I860 PRINT USING 1370 ; I
(1)
1370 IMAGE DD,3X,DDD. IDE,;








1930 PRINT " I WDEL <TW-T
>.'•'< T W -T I NF>"
1940 FOR 1=1 TO 17
1950 PRINT USING I960 ; I
I960 IMAGE D0,3X,D.3DE,2X.






2010 PRINT " I Y/DEL T-
TINF(C)"
2920 FOR 1=1 TO 17
2030 PRINT USING 2040 i I. . D < I > , 2
(I)









2130 PRINT " I Y+ T +
2140 FOR 1=1 TO 17
2150 PRINT USING 2160 ; I, C<I),B
a
)












2250 DISP "RUN COMPLETE"
























2440 REM SUBROUTINE FOR
2450 REM CALCULATING THERMAL






2520 Z = 9Q
2530 FOR K>1 TO 17
2540 E<13-K>=(T1-T<K >>/<Tl-T2>
2550 G<13 -K>=Y5+Y3-Y CK>
2560 NEXT K
2570 FOR K=l TO 17
2580 IF E •:.K>>2 THEN iGOTO 2600
2590 NEXT K
2600 REM
2610 F4 = G <K-2> A2*G<K--1> + G<K>'-2*G

















< >-2-G (. K-2 ) ^2 > > /F4
2670 REM
2680 F3=G<K-2> A2*G<K-1 >*E<K>+G<K
)"»2*GCK-2)*ECK-n






27 40 FOR Kl=l TO 10
2750 05 = 05+ CZ-F1 *D5~2-F2*D5-F3>
/
C2*F1*D5+F2)

























































H - h , h
No . - thermocouple position
RE - Re x
ST - St
ST/ STO -- St/Sto
ST/ STF -
RUN NUMBER DESCRIPTION
1 1 17S6. 1304 10 m/s
1 12086. 1630 10 m/s
1 12186. 1201 10 m/s
1 1 1886. 1337 15 m/s
1 1 1586. 1141 20 m/s
112186.1255 temp. profile, 10 m/s, Z=-0.036 m
'X=1.85 m
112186.1225 temp. profile, 10 m/s, 2=0.038 m
X=l .85 m
112186.1201 temp. profile, 10 m/s, 2=0 m,
X=l .35 m
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52 +2 . 176E-883 + 2. 690E-t-881
53 +2. 397E-803 +2.963E+801
54 +2 . 886E-883 +2.573E+801
55 +2 . 4 96E-003 +3. 085E+081
56 +2 . 234E-883 +2.S23E+081
5? +2. 212E-083 + 2. 734E+881
+2.882E+00158 +2.332E-083
59 +2.262E-883 +2.796E+O01
+2. 356E+88168 +1 . 90 6E-003
61 +2. 123E-883 +2 . 630E+O81
62 +2.058E-883 + 2. 534E+-801
63 +2.352E-883 +2. 908E+801
64 +2. 425E-883 +2. 997E+001
65 +2.391E-883 +2.956E+801
66 +2 422E-883 +2. 994E+8G1
67 +2 . 189E-083 +2 . 706E+881
68 +2.233E-883 +2.768E+001
69 +2.2*7E-0O3 +2.72SE+801
78 +2. 176E-883 +2.690E+801
71 +2
. 033E-883 +2. 576E+801





77 +2 . 234E-803 +2. 323E+881
78 +2.057E-883 +2.542E+I381
79 +2.033E-803 +2.515E+001
88 +2. 121E-883 +2.621E+081
31 +2 . 079E-063 +2.578E+881
32 +1 .357E-803 +2.295E+881
83 + 1 . 797E-O03 +2.221E+881
+2.559E+88134 +2 .U78E-003
35 +2 . 063E-003 +2. 551E+081
86 +2. 128E-083 +2.630E+801
37 +2. 254E-083 +2.786E+881







5 1 . 03O2E+086
6 1 . 127SE+086
7 1 . 2254E+886
8 1 .3229E+806


































COND LOSS •.. WT)
14 .33705731 16
RfiG LOSS <WT)

























: +5 324E-603 +6.548E+801
*i +4.817E-063 +5 . 9 2 4 E + 9 1
+3




+ 7 . 561E + 0U16 + 6 1 4 S E - 3
I' + 7 . 029E-003 + 8 . 6 4 4 E + 1
s +6 S2 3E-003 + 3 . 39 1E + 001
9 -t-7
. Q03E-003 +8 612E+0O1
10 +5 . 309E-003 +6 . 529E+001
11 +7 164E-0O3 +3
. 31 1E+001
12 + 2 9 6 E - 3 +3 . S41E+001
13 +3 34 6 E -O03 + 4 . 115E+001
14 + 3 S 5 E - 3 + 3 . 794E + 01
15 +2 . 960E-003 +3 . 64 1E+001
16 +3 O3SE-003 +3 734E+0 01
1? +3 ! 94E-00
3
+ 3 . 9 2 8 E + 1
IS +3 265E-0O3 +4 . 16E+001
19 + 3 2. 9 4 E - 3 +4.0 5 E + 1
+ 3 . 9 S I E + 9 8
1
20 +3 . 237E-003
21 +3 . 54 6E-003 +4 . 361E+001
22 +3 35SE-003 +4 . 129E+001
+3
. 157E-003 +3 . 332E+001
24 +2 . 876E-003 + 3 . 537E + 001
25 + 2 5 4 4 E - 3 + 3 . 129E + 001
26 +2 736E-003 +3 . 365E+001
•—
1*' + 2 . S84E-003 + 3 . 5 4 7 E + 1
28 +2 92 4 E -003 +3 596E+001
2 "3 + 2 . 7 9 6 E - 3 +3 433E+001
36 + 2 9 1 5 E - 3 +3 . 5S5E+0 01
31 +4
. 988 E -00
3
+3.675E+001
+3 175E+001"7 ? +2
. 582E-003
"7 "7 +3
. 1 l 5E-003 + 3 . 8 3 i E + 1
34 +2 653E-003 +3 . 262E+001
35 +2 8Q0E-003 +3
. 443E+001
36 +2 . 495E-003 +3
. 068E+801
37 +2 764E-003 + 3 . 3 9 9 E + 1
38 + 2 6 4 2 E - 3 +3 249E+001
39 +2




41 +2 491E-003 +3 . 864E+ a 1
+3













. 154E + 001
43 + 2 5 9 5 E - 3 + 3 . 192E + 001
49 +2
. 369E-003 +2. 914E+U01
50 +2 627E-003 +3.231E+001
51 *-2
. 355E-003 t-2






























































































52 2 E -003
664E-003









. 23 4 E-00
3




1 64 9E+ 5
74 2E+005
3 3 4 i E + 5
37 43E+005






. 3 3 6 E + 1
+2 862E+0 01
*3 . 5 5 E + 1
+3 166E+O01






+ 2 . 3 7 E + 1
+2
. 821E+001









+3 . 3 3 E + 1




























+ 3 . 1 1 6 E + 1
+ 3 . 3 3 E + 1
ROW # NVG ST NO
1 6 . 5066E-003
p "7 2O74E-003
"7 £ 3651E-0O3
4 ^ •€.32 7E-003
5 V 55 1 2E-0O3







19 . 5271 91 059?






































































+ 2 3 E - 3
t-'1 142E-003
307 E- 0O3
79 € E- 3
808E-003
01 7E-00 3
9 € E - 3
11 1E-003
051 E-003



































r\ -I -? i— ,-j i-j "»
+ 2 . 4 7 5 E - 1> _< i
+ 2 4 7 9 E - 3
+2 43 5 E-003
+2 457E-003
+2. 272E-003
+2 51 1 E-003
+2. 2S2E-0031 . G
+ f
. 43 3 E + 1
+ 5 . 9 7 1 E + S
1
+ 5 . 4 6 4 E + 1




. 878E + 9
1





+ 6 . 1 3 E + 1
+7




. S3 1 E+03
1
+3 .591E+001
+ 3 . 4 5 4 E + 1
+3
. 470E+001
+ 3 . 7 2 3 E + 1
+ 3

















+ 3.3 3 E + u
1
+ 3 4 4 4 E + 1
+ 3 . 3 E + 1
+3
. 4 13E+001
+ 3 . 4 9 E + 1
+ 3 . 039E + 001
+ 3 6 2 4 E + 1
+3
. 1 86E+001










+ 2 . 9 9 7 E + 8
1








. 5 3 E + 1
+3
. 062E+0O1
+ 3.0 3 E + 1
+ 3 . 3 5 E + 1







52 +2 . 327E-O03 + 2:. 375E + 001
53 +2 . 571 E-003 + 3 . 177E + 001
54 +2 . 226E-003 + 2 : . 750E + 001
55 +2 . 694E-003 + 3 . 323E+001
56 +2 . 435 E-003 + 3 003E+001
57 +2 . 366E-003 + 2 . 924E+901
58 +2 4 9 8 E - O
3
+3 . 086E+0G1
5? +2 42 0E-003 + 2 9 8 9 E + fi h i
69 + 2 . 1 8 E - O O 3 + 2 . 493E + 001
61 +2
. 267E-O03 + 2 . 3 1 E + Q 1
62 + 2 20 1 E-003 + 2 . 719E + O01
63 +2. 517E-0O3 + 3 .
1
lOE+001
64 +2 617E-0O3 + 3 . 233E+961
65 +2 . 56SE-003 + 3 . 172E + 001
66 +2 . 60 3E-O03 + 3 . 215E+001
67 +2 33 2 E-00 3 + 2 832E+00
1
63 + 2 . 390E-OO3 +2 . 953E + 001
69 +2 358E-663 + 2 9 1 3 E + O 1
70 +2 . 32 7E-003 + 2 . S75E + 001
71 +2 . 22 3 E-003 + 2 . 7 4 7 E + O O 1
7 ? +2 OS 3 E-003 + 2 . 4 7 5E + O01
73 +2. 191 E-003 + 2 . 7 O 7 E + O O 1
74 -t-2 450 E-003 + 3 . 02 7E +801
i J +2 51 7E-003 + 3 . 1 lOE+001






f' +2 450E-003 + 3 . 027E+OO1
73 + 2 1 3 6 E - O O 3 +2
.
7 1 E + O 1
79 + 2 . 167E-003 + 2 . 677E+001
30 +2 . 262E-003 + 2 . 7 9 4 E + O 1
31 +2. 213E-003 + 2 . 734E+001
32 +1 962E-003 +2 . 424E+001
S3 +1 902E-003 •"2 3 5 E + O 1
34 +2 . 2O3E-0O3 + 2 . 722E+001
85 + 2. 196E-003 + 2 713E+0018I4E+09i36 +2 278E-003 + 2 .
37 +2 41 4 E-003 + 2 . ':3S2E+Q61
Q O +2
.
346E-003 + 2 . B 9 9 E + O 1
ROW # RE
1 7 2476E+005




8 49 1 OE+005
4 9 4332E+005
5 1 . 047 5E + OO6
6 1 . 1467E +006
7 1 2460E+006
8 1 3452E+006
ROW # RVG 3T HO
1 5 . 8213E-003

























































































































































































+ 4 . 099E + 801
+4.375E+001













































52 + 2. GU4E-003 +3 . 7O9E+001
53 +2.265E-063 +4. 171E+O01
54 +1 . 969E-003 +3.516E+0O1
55 +2. 461E-003 +4 . 422E+O01
56 +2 . 162E-0Q3 +3. 932E+O01
57 +2
. 692E-803 +3 . S53E+O01
58 +2. 194E-003 +4 . 039E+601
59 +2. 109E-063 +3 . SS4E+001
60 + 1 . 706E-903 +3. 142E+801
61 + 1 .375E-003 +3.637E+0O1
62 +1 925E-O03 +3.545E+801
63 +2
. 22SE-003 +4 . 0^9E+^01
64 +2 . 323E-O03 +4.279E+8Q1
65 +2 232E-003 + 4 . 203E + I301
66 +2.329E-903 +4.296E+001
67 +2.671E-G103 +3. S14E+O01
68 +2. 137E-003 +3 . 935E+601
69 +2
. 955E-083 +3 . 7S4E+O01
78 +2
. 627E-003 +3 . 733E+801
71 +1
. 929E-083 +3 . 553E+O01
72 +1 .725E-803 + 3. 177E + 801
73 +1 . 993E-003 +3. 565E+001
74 +2. 1S0E-083 + 4 .O15E+001
75 +2. 262E-093 +4 . 166E+001
76 +2 . 297E-803 +4.064E+0O1
77 +2. 175E-603 +4 . 005E+001
78 + 1 .935E-0O3 +3. 564E+901
79 +1
. 969E-063 +3. 516E+001
89 +1 . 954E-003 +3.59SE+801
81 +1
. 925E-063 +3. 545E+801
82 +1 . 672E-O03 +3.078E+001
83 +1
. 634E-883 +3.01OE+001
84 +1 . 933E-O03 +3 . 560E + 8O1
85 +1 . 515E-0O3 +3.527E+0O1
86 +1 .999E-003 +3.664E+801
87 +2. 142E-O03 +3.944E+001









5 1 . 5316E+006
6 1 6766E+086
7 1 8217E+006
8 1 . 3663E+O06










































































1 + 4 . 714E-803 + 1 . 169E + 082
2 +3 . 61SE-683 + 8 .974E+081
3 + 3 . 285E-883 +8 . 148E + 001
4 + 5 .321E-883 + 1 .320E+Q02
5 +6"
. 426E-863 + 1 .592E+002
6 + 4 .714E-063 + 1 . 169E + 802
7 + 5 554E-883 + 1 378E+002
8 +5 161E-0O3 + 1 . 2S8E + 002
9 + 5 396E-803 + 1 338E+082
19 +3 . 827E-093 + 9 . 492E + 081
U + 5 863E-003 + 1 454E+Q02
12 + 2 . 211E-0S3 + 5 . 434E+B81
13 + 2 644E-803 + 6 557E+001
14 + 2 .374E-G03 + 5 . S38E+801
15 + 2 266E-003 + 5 621E+001
16 + 2 . 388E-003 + 5 . 725E+881
17 +2 571E-083 + 6 377E+801
18 + 2 . 654E-003 +6 . 584E+901
19 + 2 633E-083 + 6. 531E+891
28 +2 . 506E-003 + 6 . 215E+801
21 + 2 856E-803 + 7 083E+081
22 +2 . 640E-O03 + 6 -543E+201
23 + 2. 633E-003 + 6 531E+081
24 + 2 .357E-803 + 5 . 846E+801
25 + 1 . 994E-803 + 4 945E+081
26 + 2 . 201E-803 + 5 . 460E+801
27 + 2. 391E-003 + 5. 931E+00T
28 +2 . 462E-003 + 6 . 197E + 001
29 + 2. 305E-003 + 5. 718E+091
38 + 2 403E-003 + 5 . 959E+801
31 +2 . 487E-003 + 6. 169E+001
32- + 2 . 023E-003 + 5 . 019E+801
33 + 2 . 6 47 E -003 +6.- 56SE+001
34 + 2 145E-0G3 + 5 . 321E+001
35 +2 . 414E-003 + 5. 983E+001
36 + 2 823E-003 + 5 819E+801
3? + 2. 321E-003 + 5. 753E+001
38 + 2 189E-003 + 5 431E+801
39 +2 . 456E-083 + 6. 092E+001
48 + 2 9 6 E - 3 + 5 2O0E+8O1
41 +2 . 809E-003 + 4 . 984E+001
42 + 2 294E-003 + 5 666E+801
43 + 2. 324E-003 + 5. 765E+001
44 +2 388E-0Q3 + 5 923E+091
45 + 2 . 192E-003 + 5. 437E+90I
46 + 2. 205E-003 + 5 478E+801
47 + 2 . l27E-k)&3 + 5. 276E+081
48 + 2. 145E-003 + 5. 321E+801
49 + 1 . 910E-003 + 4. 738E+00I
58 + 2. 251E-003 + 5. 583E+801






52 + 1 . 975E-083 + 4 . 897E+001
53 + 2 . 3S8E-083 + 5 725E+O01
54 + 1 .852E-903 +4 . 594E + O01
55 + 2 . 519E-083 + 6 247E+S01
56 + 2 . l?2E-n<53 +5 . 437E+081
57 + 2 . 08SE-903 + 5 173E+801
58 +2 .213E-883 + 5 . 56 3E+001
59 + 2 . 9S*8E-003 + 5. 205E+001
60 + 1 . 633E-803 + 4 .050E+O01
61 + 1 . 959E-093 + 4 860E+801
62 + 1 .852E-883 +4 . 594E+O01
63 + 2 . 266E—003 + 5. 621E+O01
64 +2
.
394E-003 + 5 . 93SE+801
65 +2 . 366E-083 + 5. 853E+O01
66 +2^43§E-S03 ±6 .S47E+001
6? + 2 . 992E-003 + 5. 1S9E+001
68 + 2 . 16SE-O03 +5 .373E+O01
69 + 2 948E-803 + 5. 079E+O01
70. +2 .Q17E-883 + 5 . 884E+001
71 + 1 965E-003 + 4. 725E+601
72 + 1 . 66SE-983 +4 . 133E + O01
73 + 1 S69E-003 +4. 636 E + O01'
74 +2 . 209E-883 + 5 . 478E+O01
75 + 2 31 1E-883 + 5. 731E+0O1
76 + 2 . 327E-083 + 5 771E+801
77 + 2 223E-8&3 ±5 515E+QQ1
78 + 1 .941E-083 + 4 314E+0O1
79 + 1 883E-083 +4. 669E+001
38 + 1 . 93OE-0O3 + 4 787E+O01
31 + 1 9S2E-003 + 4. 717E+O01
82 + 1 . 695E-803 + 3 981E+0O1
83 + 1 . 574E-003 + 3. 904E+001
34 + 1 .91SE-083 +4 752E+801
85 + 1 . 883E-083 + 4. 669E+O01
86 + 1 . 99OE-0O3 +4 936E+O01
87 + 2. 182E-083 + 5. 413E+O01
88 + 2 . 08SE-883 + 5. 173E+0O1
ROW ft RE
1 . 1 . 4325E+806
2 1 5476E+0Q6
3 1 . 6783E+O06













8 1 . 8991E-O03
156
* * * * * * * x* Z X * * * t * * * % X X X X X X X
TEMP PROFILE STUDY NO 1.,' 1986
X X X
X
**:* i X X XX X X XXXXXXX XX XXX
X
RUN NUMBER
1 12186 . 1255










561 . 538727793 •
DENSITY CKG/M3)
1 .21



























































































19 . 31E +900
19 . 2 5 E +
19 . 32E + 000
19 . 4 4E + 000
19
. S7E+006
2 m . 1 E +
20 . 56E + 000
21 7 E +









































































50 7 E +960

























3 . 376E— 2
3 . 033 E -00
2
2 . 293E-002























































































































































































CP (NT SEC /KG K)
1005













1 421 . 1E-001 19
. 35E+000
O 3 50. 6 E - y 1 19
. 35E+090
3 2 8 E - 1 19 . 37E+006
4 237 7E-001 19 . 48E+000
5 195 3E-001 19 . 67E+000
6 153 0E-001 20
. 05E+000
7 110 7E-001 20
.
59E+00S
S 824 . 5E-002 21 . 18E +000
9 683 4E-002 21.52E+00O
10 542 2E-002 21 . 95E+000
11 47 1 . 7E-0O2 22 . 09E+00O
12 401
. 1E-002 22 . 41E+000
13 330 6E-002 22 . 69E+U00
14 260
. E - 2 23 PilE + HHfl
15 224 7E-002 23 . 35E+000
16 189 . 5E-002 23 . 61E+000
17 154 . 2E-002 23 . 91E+000
18 118 9E-U02 24 . 33E+000
19 836 4E-003 25 . 31E+O00
2U 483. 6E-003 26 . 70E+000
21 307 2E-003 27 90E+800
i^!w 209 . 2E-003 28 . 02E + i-::i00





















































































































































T ) s < T
. 993E




























































































































































I YCMM) T <C>
1 422 7E-081 19 .51E+000
2 35 2. 1E-001 19 . 48E + 000
"7 281 SE-001 19 . 56E + 000
4 239. 2 E- 1 19 . 64E+890
B 196 9E-081 19 . 82E+000
f' 154 6E-001
'
20 . 1 6 E +
—>
( 112 2E-001 20 . 78E+088
8 849 . 1E-002 21 . 39 E +000
Q 693 0E-002 21 . 66E + O00
10 557
.
9E—002 "' 2 03E+000
11 487 4E-002 55C C . 30E + 000
12 416. 8E-082 o o 5SE+000
13 346 3E-002 22 . 37E +006
14 275. 7E-0Q2 24E+000
15 24Q 4E-002 i— -' . 53E+000
16 295
. 1 E-002 •} "7 71E+000
17 169 9E-002 23. 93E+O00
IS 134 6E-002 24. 42E+000
19 993 1E-003 24 . 95E+00G
20 640 4E-003 25 53E+000
21 464 0E-003 26. 29E+000
22 3Si 9E-803 26 . 71E+000





1 1 . 87 6 E +9 00 99 . 924E-002
^1 1 563 E+ 000 10 . 803E-0O1
7. 1 . 250E +000 99.635E-9 9
2
4 1 . 062E+000 99.221E-002
5 8 . 740E-90
1
98 . 269E-002





8 3 . 729t-001 89 . 9S3E-002
9 3. 1G3E-001 33. 549E-002
19 2 . 477E-001 86.592E-002
11 2. 163E-001 35 . 185E-002
12 1 . 350E-001 33. 683E-0O2
13 1 . 537E-001 32. 139E-002
14 1 22 4 E- 001 30.205E-002
15 1 . 067E-O01 7 3 . 6 7 1 E - 2
16 9 . 1 6 1 - 2 77 . 71 1E-0U2
17 7 . 540E-002 76.543E-002
18 5 . 974E-002 73. 981E-002




29 2.843E-002 67 . 860E-002
21 2 . 060E-002 64 . 896E-002
22 i . 625E-002 61 .394E-002
23 1 . 277E-U02 59 298E-9Q2
24 7
. o^bE-003 54. 523 E- 002
I Y + T +
1 111. 8E+001 169. 1E-001
2 931 6E+000 169 . 4E-001
3 74 4. 9 E + 168 . 6E-091
4 632 9E+000 167 . 9E-091
5 520 9E+000 166 . 3E-001
6 403 9E+000 163. 3E-O01
7 296 . 9E+000 157 .8E-001
8 222 3E+000 152.3E-001
q 184. 9E+000 149 9E-0O1
10 147 6E+000 146.5E-001
11 123 9E+000 144.2E-001
12 110 3E+000 141 .6E-001
13 916. E - 1 139 . 0h-001
14 729 4E-001 135.7E-001
15 636 . 1 E-00 1 133. 1E-001
16 542 7E-001 131 .5E-O01
17 449. 4 E-00
1
129.5E-001
18 356 1E-001 125.2E-001
19 262. 7E-001 120 . 5h-001
29 169 4E-001 114.8E-901
21 122 7E-001 108.5E-001
22 963 2E-002 104.8E-001
23 760
. 8E-002 100 4E-0O1
24 449 7E-002 922 . 8E-002
165
**************************
TEMP PROFILE STUDY NOV 1336
***************************
RUN NUMBER












CP (NT SEC/KG K)
B 1885.1
V WALL DSPLCMNT CMM)
k 17










I Y :mm> T CO
1 690 . 8 E - 1 17 . 62E + U00
2 62U 2E-001 17 . 60E + 000
3 549 . 7E-001 17 . 52E + 000
4 479 . IE "001 17 . 63E+060
5 408 . 6E-0Q1 17 . 74E +000
6 338 0E-001 17 . 73E+888
7 267 . 5E-001 17 . S1E + 900
8 225 1E-001 17 31E+000
9 182 3E-001 17 . 35E + 000
10 140 5E-001 17 9 2 E + fi 8 8
11 981 3E-002 18 . 17E + 00O
12 699 0E-002 13 49E+680
13 416 8E-002 19 20E+000
14 134. 6E-002 20. 48E+880
15 640 4E-003 21 42E+008
16 287 . 6E-003 59 4 9 E + 8 8
17 223 8E-003 22 75E+080
18 209 2E-093 87h + fiM0





































































































































































































































I Y + T +
1 185 . 5 C + 1 161 .2E-"001
2 166 . 5 E + 1 161 .4E -001
3 147 . 6E + MGU 162
: ii :
- M 1
-mi4 128 . 6 E + 1 161
5 109 7E+001 160 . 1E-"001
6 907 . 5L +000 160 . 2E--y01
7 718 1E+000 159 4E--001
8 604 4E+000 159 . 5E--001
9 490 . SE + 000 159 1E-"001
18 377 1 E + 158 . 4E--001
11 263 5 E + 156. 2E--681
12 187 . 7E +000 153 . 2E--001
13 111 . 9 E + 146. 7E-001
14 361 . 4E-001 134. 9E-" 1
15 171 9E-001 126. 3E-•001
16 772 2E-002 116. 5E-•001
1? 614 3E-002 114. 0E- 9 1
18 561 7E-002 113. 8E-001








NOMENCLATURE - refer to Appendix E
RUN NUMBER DESCRIPTION
i 12186. 1444 10 m/s, m=0.682
112286.1908 10 m/s, m=0.547
112286.2010 10 m/s, m=0.409
112586.1233 temp, profile, 10 m/s, 2=0,
X=l . 443 m
112586.1253 temp. profile, 10 m/s, 2=0.033 m
X=l .443 m











PLENUM DEL P (
N
/ M ~ 2
>



























lO . 07975 8 8 O 9 8

































2 +3 . 798E+001
"7
+3
. 44 2 E +091
4 +3.91 1E+001
c3 +3 . 981 E+001





10 + 3 9 8 1 E + 1
11 +4 . 633E+001
12 +2 . 600E+001
13 +2 . 324 E+001
14 +2 64 3E+001
15 +2.488E+001
16 +2 . 504E+001
17 +2 . 756E+001
18 + 2 . 831 E + 001
19 +2 . 877E+001
29 +2 . 881 E+601
21 +3 . 080E+001
22 + 2 . 9 1 8 E + 1
23 + 2 . 8 E + 1
24 +2 . 562E+001
25 +2 . 364 E+001
26 + 2 . 423E + 001
27 +2
. 523E+001
28 +2 . 635E+001
29 +2. 574E+001
39 +2 . 6S2E+001
31 + 2 . 7 26 E + 001
!• C +2 43SE+001
^>vi + 2 . 7 ? 6 E + 1
34 +2 . 50 1 E+001
35 +2 . 591 E+001





46 +2 . 405E+001
41 +2 . 403E+001
42 +2 . 606E+001
43 +2. 609E+001
44 +2 . 657E+001
45 +2 . 523E+001
46 +2 . 534E+001
47 +2. 477E+001
48 +2 467E+001
49 +2 . 301 E+001











































































































1 1 6 E + 6
1
7 13E+001
53 7 E +001
4 8 E + 1
5 7 6 E + 1
+2 4S2E+001
+ 2 1 2 7 E + 1





+ 2 . 6 4 4 E + 1
+2 64 1E+001
+ 2 . f 7 E + 1
+2 498E+O01
+2 531E+001












+ 2 5 9 1 E + 1
+ 2 576E+ fi 1












+ 2 . 45 IE + 001
+ 2
. 548E + 00 1

















































ROW # fiVG ST HO
1 3.38 4 6E-083
2 2.2474E-O03
3 2 . 1082E-803
4 2 . 8 4 8 1 E - O 3
5 2 0693E-0O3

































































1 +3 S6 5E+A01 =i^2
2 +3. 275E+081 .611
3 +2 . 989E+001 . 6 5
4 +3 . 30 8E+O01 . 433
5 +3. 318E+801 . 446
6 +3 . 39 8E+001 .557
i" + 3 . 7 8 E + 1 . 552
8 + 3 9 1 E + U 1 . 596
Q +3
. 994E+001 S9 7
18 +3 4o6E+001 .645
11 +3
. 903E+001 .571
12 +2 . 366E+001 .729
13 +2 554E+001 .702
14 + 2 4 1 E + 1 .715
15 + 2 . 2 S 3 E + 1 .703
16 +2 2S5E+001 .693
17 + 2 . 5 4 1 + 1 .719
18 +2. 571E+001 7 00
19 +2 639E+001 . 73
y
29 +c . 59 7E+001 .745
21 +2 770E+061 f Ji ^*|




24 +2 383E+001 .756
25 +2. 187E+001 .tic




28 +2 430E+001 .754
29 +2. 376E+001 . 770
38 +2 464E+001 . 77k!
31 +2 . 504E+001 . 771





34 +2 . 383E+001 .314
+2
. 44 8E+001 .795
36 +2 . 24 1E+001 .811




39 +2. 483E+001 .799




42 +2 . 4S4E+001 .819
43 +2. 46 9 E+ 001 .314
44 + ± . 520E + 001 .819
45 +2
. 428E+001 .842
46 + 2 . 428E + 001 .850
47 +2. 366E+001 .841
48 +2 . 368E+001 .835
49 +2. 220E+001 .842
50 +2 . 430E+001 .844

































































































































































6 1 . 1330E +606
7 1.2310E+006
8 1 . 3291E + 006















































































2 + 3 . J 9 E + 1




6 +3 . 108E+001
7 + 3 . 397E+001
8 +3 623E+001
9 +3. 723E+001
18 +3 . 257E+001
11 +3 . 558E+081
12 +2 . 33 9E+001
13 +2 . 523E+001
14 + 2. 38 IE + 001
15 +2. 243E+001
lb +2 27 5E+001
17 +2 . 473E+001
18 +2 . 548E+001
19 + 2 6 1 h E + A l
20 +2 573E+001
21 +2 . 74 8E+001
22 + 2 . 624E +001
23 +2.627E+001
24 +2 . 430E+001
25 +2.227E+001
26 +2 . 31 9E+001
27 +2.415E+001




-• £. +2 318E+001
33 +2 . S72E+001



















































































59 +2. 494E+O01 .391
68 +2. 142E+0O1 .983
61 +2. 374E+O01 . 902
62 +2 . 31 9E+0O1 .914
63 +2. 6O4E+081 . 395
64 +2 691E+O01 . 397
65 +2 . 681E+0O1 . 906
66 +2 787E+0O1 .930
6? +2. 481E+001 .916
68 +2 526E+O01 .914
69 +2. 52 1E+O01
. 923
7@ +2 . 476E+001 9 19
71 +2 . 367E+O01 .918
72 +2 . 165E+001 . 926
73 +2
.
339 E +O01 9 19
74 +2 . 59OE+081 .914
75 +2.675E+O01 .918
76 +2 . 630E+0O1 . 922
77
I I +2 . 616E+O01 925
78 +2. 377E+O01 .934
79 +2.355E+O01 .935
88 +2 . 433E+O01 .927
81 +2 389E+081 .928
32 +2 . 144E+0O1 Q-7-7
83 +2. O91E+081 . 948
84 +2. 381E+0O1 .938
85 +2.377E+O01 .931
86 +2 . 46OE+001 .934
87 +2. 59OE+O01 .928
38 +2. 534E+O01 .935
ROW « RE
1 7 . 1777E +805
2 7. 7541E+085
3 8. 4O92E+005
4 9. 39 17E+005
5 1 O374E+006
6 1 . 1357E+O06 ^
7 1 . 2339E + O06
8 1 . 3322E+906
-
ROW # ftVG ST HO
1 2 . 6404E-0O3
2 2. OO32E-003
3 1
. 93 3 6E -0O3
4 2. U045E-0O3
5 1 . 9884E-003
6 2 . O301 E- 003






TEMP PROFILE STUDY NOV 1936
***************************
RUN NUMBER














































































































13 . 96E + 000
19 . 01E+000





1 6 E +



























































































































][ Y--DEL T -TINF<C>
1 1 . 763E+088 _ > . 492E-003
2 1 547E+000 24 . 920E-004
3 1 . 325E+008 -1 . 370E-002
4 1 183E+980 37 . 379E-003
5 8.315E-091 74 . 333E-002
6 7 485E-001 16 .957E-001
7 6. 154E-G91 29 291E-001
8 4 824E-001 40 . 5S5E-001
9 3.494E-091 51 808E-001
10 2 68 7 E -081 58 . 683E-001
11 2. 163E-001 £2 332E-U01
12 1 .720E-001 65 , 229E-001
13 1 .277E-001 70. 697E-U01
14 1 S55E-001 72. 974E-801
15 8. 331E-002 76. 566E-001
16 6. 114E-002 81 . 773E-901
17 3.397E-082 38. 409E-001
18 1 .6S0E-002 11 . 894E+900
19 5.342E-003 13. 967E+000
I Y+ T+
1 152. 3E+001 22*-" . 1E-001
2 133. 2E+001 226 . lE-001
7 114 1E+001 226 3E-091
.SE-G0I4 950 1E+000 225
5 759 . 1E+000 218 . 9E-001
6 644 . 6E+000 209 .7E-001
7 530 0E+000 197 . 7E-001
8 415. 4E+000 186 . 8E-001
9 300 . 9E+008 175. 9E-001
18 224. 5E+000 169 . 2E-001
11 186 3E+000 165. 6E-091
12 143. 1E+000 162 9E-001
13 109.9E+000 157. 6E-001
14 983 4E-001 155. 4E-081
15 717 5E-001 151 . 9E-001
16 526 5E-001 146. 8E-001
1? 335. 6E-001 140. 4E-001
18 144 7E-001 113. 6E-001
19 460. 1E-002 987. 3E-002
182
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
TEMP PROFILE STUDY NOV 1986
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxxxx
RUN NUMBER






































. 0E-001 1 9 . 09E + fifiti




5 275 3E-0Q1 1 9 . 70E+006
6 233
. 0E-001 20
. 51E+0307 199 7E-081 21 . 71E +990
8 148. 3E-001 22 . 91E+990
9 106 0E-001 24.26E+990
10 777. 8E-002 24 . 90E+090
11 636 7E-U02 25 . 38E+090
12 495. 6 E - 2 25
. 91E+090
13 354 . 5E-002 26 . 20E+900
14 283 9E-082 26. 59E+0O0
15 213. 4E-002 26 . 95E + 090
lb 142 8E-002 27 52E+000
17 722 7E-003 28
.
44E + 090
18 542 . 4E-003 29 01E+000
19 223 8E-003 30 . 51E+900
2Q 179 0E-003 31 . 03E+090
I Y/DEL ( TU-T)/<TW-TINF>
1 1 . 802E +009 10 . 000E-001
2 1 574E+900 99.997E-062
3 1 . 346E +909 99. 78SE-902
4 1 1 1 8 E + 99 . 622E-092
5 8.898E-001 97. 353E-902
6 7 . 530E-901 93 . 877E-902
7 6. 162E-901 88 . 670E-U02
8 4 794E-001 83 .515E-W02
9 3. 426E-081 77.717E-002
10 2 . 514E-601 74.937E-802
11 2. 958E-001 73. 21 1E-902
12 1 602E-001 70 . 59QE-092
13 1 . 146E-001 69.370E-902
14 9 . 176E-002 67 699E-002
15 6. 396E-082 66 . 1 12E-002
16 4 . 616E-902 63.662E-992
17 2.335E-082 59. 694E-902
18 1 753E-902 57 255E-092
19 7. 394E-003 50 733E-M02
20 5. 494E-903 48 . 543E-092
184
][ WDEL T-TINF'X)
1 1 . 892E+000 -6 . 223E-004
2 1 574E+00Q 62 .2S7E-605
3 1 . 34 6 E +000 49 . 205E-093
4 1 1 18E+000 87 . 813E-093
5 8 S93E-901 61 . 443E-U02
6 7. 530E-091 14 . 214E-601
•? 6. 162E-901 26 394E-001
8 4.794E-001 38 . 270E-091
9 3. 426E-001 51 731E-001
10 2. 514E-001 Do . 185E-001
11 2. G53E-001 62. 192E-S01
12 1 . 602E-901 68 277E-0U1
13 1 . 146E-001 71 . 103E-901
14 9 . 176E-002 75 008E-801
15 6. 396E-0Q2 78. 672E-Q01
16 4 616E-002 84. 36QE-001
17 2. 335E-902 93 573E-901
18 1 . 753E-002 99. 233E-801
19 7. 394E-003 1 1 . 426E+900
29 5 . 494E-003 11 . 946E+800
I Y + T +
1 158. 9E+001 225 . 1E-001
2 131 . 8E+061 225 . 0E-U01
3 112.7E+001 224 . 6E-091
4 936 . 1E+000 224 . 2E-801
5 745. 1E+000 219 . 1E-001
6 638 . 6E+000 211 . 3E-001
7 516. 9E+000 199 . 6E-001
8 401 4E+000 133 . 0E-001
9 286
. 9E+008 174 9E-891
10 21Q . 5E+000 16t> 6E-001
11 172. 3E+000 164. 3E-0Q1
12 134 1E+000 153 9E-801
13 959 3E-A01 156. 1E-U01
14 763. 4E-001 152. 3E-001
15 577 5E-001 148. 8E-001
16 386.5E-001 143. 3E-001
17 195. 6E-001 134. 3E-001
18 146 . 3E-001 128. 9E-001
19 619
. 2E-002 114. 3E-001


































I YCHH) T < C >
1 425. 3E-881 19
. 1 E +
d. 354 . 8E- 8 1 13 89E + 6 Q
1 9 . 29E+8M83 28 4 2 E - 1
4 241 9E-*81 1 9 . 3 4 E + O
5 193 6E-001 29 . 76E+000
6 157.2E-001 21 . 69E+000
7 114 . SE-001 22 . 79E+000
8 866
. SE—882 23 . 47E+000
g 725 7E-002 23 . 74E+000
18 534 6 E - 2 24. 15E+000
11 4^3 5 E - 2 24.52E+888
12 372 9E-882 24 79E+888
13 30 2 4E-002 25. 24E+888
14 220 8E-«82 25. 57E+000
15 161 2E-002 25 . 97E+888
16 '306 . 9E-883 26 92E+888
17 313 E - 3 29 .42E+888
13 178. 8E-883 30 . 63E+000
I Y/DEL < TW-T)-'(TW-TINF)
1 1 . 5 1 9E+6 39 . 9 6 E - 2
2 1 2 6 7 E + 10 . 004E-001
3 1 . U15E + 000 99. 167E-002
4 8 6 d 0t-001 96 . 79 IE -802
5 7 123E-001 92 . 346E-002
6 5 616E-001 88 . 828E-882
7 4 . 1 B 4 E - 1 34. 1 13E-002
3 3 3 6 E - 1 81 . 199E-802
9 2.532E-001 80 . 023E-002
10 2 O28E-001 78 .244E-802
11 1 584E-001 76. 662E-002
12 1 332E-001 75.527E-002
13 1 U30E-001 73.570E-002
14 7. 359E-002 72. 140E-902
15 5.759E-002 70. 434E-002
16 3. 239E-002 66 . 330E-802
17 1 . 133E-002 55. 533E-002














I Y-DEL T -TINF(C>
1 1 . 513E +000 93 . 429E-004
2 1 . 267E+000 — 9 . 342E-003
7 1 Q15E+900 19 . 363E-002
4 8 6^0E-001 74 . 630E-002
5 7. 128E-801 16. 63^E-^^1
6 5 . 616E-001 25 .981E-801
? 4. 104E-001 36 . 945E-001
8 3 Q96E-001 43 . 724E-001
q 2.592E-001 46. 443E-001
10 2 . 088E-901 50. 594E-001
11 1 . 584E-001 54. 273E-001
12 1 332E-081 56. 913E-001
13 1 . 039E-801 61 . 463E-001
14 7. S59E-002 64 . 791E-001
15 5. 759E-092 68 . 756E-001
16 3.239E-002 73. 302E-001
1? 1. 139E-O02 10. 32SE+000
18 6. 972E-003 11 . 58 IE + 000
I Y + T +
1 115. 1E+001 225 .4E-001
2 96Q . 1 E+000 225 5E-001
? 769
. 2 E+000 223 6E-MA1
4 654 6E+000 "3( ft .2E-901
5 54u . 1 E+000 209 . 3E-001
6 425 5E+000 200 . 3E-001
7 31 1 . E +000 139
. 6E-001
8 234 6E+000 133 . 1E-001
9 196 4E+000 130 4E-0U1
10 153 2E+000 176 . 4E-001
11 1 2 . E + 172. 8E-001
12 100 . 9E+000 170 3E-001
13 81 S. 2E-001 165. 9E-001
14 595. 5E-001 162. 6E-001
15 436. 4E-001 158. 8E-001
16 245 4E-001 149. 5E-901
17 863.2E-002 125. 3E-001
18 460 1E-002 113. 2E-601
APPENDIX G
SINGLE VORTEX DATA
NOMENCLATURE - refer to Append)
RUN NUMBER DESCRIPTION
1 1 1786. 1703
1 1 1786. 1812
1 1 1786.2030
1 1 1786. 2139
Vorte x #1 , 10 m/s
,
Z=-4.2? cm
Vorte x #2, 10 m/ s , Z=-4.79 cm
Vortex #3 ? 10 m/s Z=-8.0S cm






















ga AVG PLATE TEMP<C)
KJ 4 9.8281972544
*l T PLATE-T AMB (C)















1 4-7. 232E + 901 1 .099
2 +5.832E+881 1 .878
3 +5 . 3S7E+801 1 .076
4 +7 . 768E+001 1 . 127
5 +8.912E+801 1 . 185
6 +7 . 415E+801 1 .205
7 +7. 487E+081 1 . 104
8 +7 . 616E+081 1 . 068
9 +7.323E+091 1 ^033
19 +5.739E+801 1 .079
11 +7. 603E+001 1 .102'
12 +3.413E+601 1 .041
13 +.3.852E+881. 1 .049-
14 +3.581E+881 1 .052
15 +3. 4S3E+8S1 1 .065.
16 +3 .635E+001 1.039
17 +4 . 096E+801 1 . 165
18 +3. 791E+091 1 .055
19 +3. 6S9E+881 1 .016
28 +3.646E+801 1 .035
21 +4. 007E+O01 1 .049
22 +3.815E+001 1.047
23 +3. 624E+881 1 .848
24 +3.319E+001 1 .044
25 +3.003E+001 1 . 050
26 +3.257E+001 1 .070
27 +3. 555E+001 1.113
28 +3.327E+001 1 . 175
29 +3. 375E+001 1 . 083
38 +3 . 244E+801 1 .086
31 +3. 339E+801 1 .034
32 +2
. 93SE+801 1 .840
33 + 3 .560E+001 1 .042
34 +3 . 091E+801 1 .043
35 +3
. 270E+881 1 .052
36 +2.955E+001 1 .859




39 +3. 73SE+001 1 . 189
49 +3. 102E+801 1 .093
41 +2
. 774E+801 .995
42 +3 . 186E+001 1 .827
43 +3. 192E+901 1 .042
44 +3 . 261E+801 1 .049
45 +3. C59E+001 1 .050
46 +3 . 044E+801 1 .056
47 +3
. U2SE + 901 1 .066
48 +3.O91E+001 1 .030
49 +2. 943E+W01 1 . 107
50 +3.453E+881 1 . 1 89




















































































































































































































































































































































































































52 +2.921E+801 1 .881
53 +2.S42E+801 .955
54 +2.56SE+881 .932
55 -••3. lloE +881 1 .886
56 +2 . 368t+801 1 .044
5? +2. 879E+001 1 .849
58 +3. 0S3E+081 1 .267
53 +3. 019E+081 1 .075
68 +2.532E+801 1 .091
61 +3.6S1E+001 1 . 167
62 +3
. 661E+001 1 .203
63 +3. 273E+881 1 . 121
64 +2
. 356E+001 . 349
65 +2. S93E+081 .975
66 +3
. 815E+001 1 . 803
67 +2.839E+881 1 .845
63 +2.921E+881 1 .854
69 +2. 921E+801 1 8^6
79 +2 . 918E+891 1 . 877
71 +2.859E+801 1 106'
72 +2 . 716E+881 1 . 158
73 +3.835E+001 1 288
74 +3














82 +2.58SE+08L i. 888
83 +2. 558E+081 i
.
143
84 +3 . 093E+881 i. 204
35 +2.973E+881 i 163








5 1 .8344E + 886
6 1 . 1323E+886
7 1 . 23O3E+086
8 1 .3283E+886
ROW » RUG ST NO
1 5.5524E-883

















































































































































































































































































































































1 . 0343E +08S
1 . 1322E+886






















































ROW * fiVG ST NO
1 5.6385E-083










































































































































































































52 +2.714E+0O1 1 .011
53 +3.277E+091 1 . 108
54 +2.576E+O01 1 .001
55 +3. 183E+00L 1 .008
56 „ +3.3G9E+0O1 1 . 175
57 +3. 2S2E+001 1 .203
58 +3 . 623E+O01 1 .260
59 +3.574E+091 1 .281
60 +2.956E+001 1 .255
61 +3. 424E+091 1 . 305
62 +2 . 928E+601 1 . 158
63 +2. S42E+901 .979
64 + 3 . 388 E+ 8 1 1 . 163
65 + 3
. 885E+801 1 .919
66 + 3 . 813E+001 1 . 09
67 +3. 181E+801 1 . 173
68 +3 . 356E+801 1 2 19
69 +3. 484E+801 1 .'251
70 + 3 . 454E+801 1 .287
71 +3 . 366E+801 1 ,309
72 +3 885E+001 1 .239
73 +3. 655E+001 1 . 204
74 +2.322E+001 999
75 +3. 875E+Q01 1 . 058
76 +2 . 918E+001 1 . 023
77 +2. 82SE+801 1 . 004
78 +2.957E+001 1 . 165
79 +2.9S6E+001 1 . 190
30 +3.228E+001 1 . 231
81 +3.237E+O01 1 . 262
82 +2.889E+001 1 . 262
83 +2.832E+001 1 . 273
84 +3.211E+O01 1 . 258
85 +2. 7O8L+001 1 . 064
86 +2.657E+001 1 . 812
87 +2.862E+O01 1 . 029







6 1 . 1256E+906
7 1 . 223OE + 006
8 1 .3204E+006

















SINGLE VORTEX WITH FILM COOLING
NOMENCLATURE - refer Appendix E
RUN NUMBER DESCRIPTION
112266.1516 Vortex #2, 10 m/s, m=0.68
Z=-4.79 cm
E- 112286.1734 Vortex #2, 10 m/s, m=0.68
M'th ""? — _ O =•'1 -TV
112286.1623 Vo r t e x # 2 , 10 m •' s, m = . 6
8








52 . 21 813582 ft l
PLENUM TEMP CO
61.8 :.29045493



































AVG PLATE TEMP CO
43. 911061 1253
































































































































. 330E + 001
430E+001
. 736E + 001
. 984E+001
. 12SE + 001
4 4 E + 1
50SE+001
. 23 8E + 001

























+ 3 . 5 9 E - Q 3
+2
. 03 7 E- 03
+2. 245E-003
+2
. 081 E- 803
T £. . _' t _' C _> Di?
































+ 1 . 899E-003










































































































. 455E + 001
. 417E + 001
. 490 E+001




. 50 9 E+001
. 579E+0O1
































4 E - 3
022E-003









9 5 2 E - 3
01 IE- 003




8 3 E - y 3












+ 1 . 863E-003


























































































































































































































58 .8 89 . 998
59 9 7 1 .016
60 .975 1 .074
61 . 936 1 .091
62 1 .017 1 . 134







79 .931 1 .010
71 1 1 . 097
72 1 .023 1 . 108
73 1 .^36 1 . 132
74 .995 1 .095
75 .331 906
76 .323 . 909
77 .34 4 920
78 .917 988
79 .928 997
89 . 926 999
31 .950 1 . 023
82 1 .004 1 . 084
83 1 .057 1 . 119
84 1 .0 79 1 . 172





1 7 . 1747E + O05
2 7 . 75 08E + 005
3 3 . 4056E-*"005
4 9 . 3378E+005
5 1 . O370E+006
6 1 . 1352E+906
7 1 . 2334E+ 006
8 1 . 3316E+O06
ROW # flVG ST HO
1 3 . 1188E- 003
2 2 1829E-003
3 2 1126E- 093
4 2. 0735E- 003
5 2 0195E- 003
6 2. 0392E- 003
7 0258E- 003






















MASS FLUX •: K
G























0434 1 1 4562
PA MB 04/M2)




































































9 3 E + 9 6 1
4 S 5 E + 1
1 5 3 E + 1
5S3E+001
463E+001






2 3 6 E + 1
451E+801
6 7 3 E + 1
5O3E+001
3 S 6 E + 1
44 8 E +001
3 9 5 E + 1
. 536E+001
. 6S1E + 001
. 626E+001
. 307E + 001
703E+001
641E+001




83 IE + 001
413E+001
632E+001
4 3 3 E + 1
2 3 6 E + @ 1













































4 4 3 E + 1
527E+001
3 5 E + 1
3 9 5 E + 1




41 1E + 001
ST
+ 2:. 173E -003
+ 21.821E -003
+ 2 . 54 5E - 3
+ 2 . 832E - 9 3
+ 2 . 796E-003
+ 2 . 813E -003
+ 3 . 62 7
E
-003
+ 3 . 173E -003
+ 3 . 410E - 3
+ 2 .943E-003
+ 3 . 404E -003
+ i .97SE -0 03
+ 2 . 162E - 3
+ 2 . 02 IE - 3
+ 1 . 326E - 3
+ 1 .976E - 3
+ 2 . 337E-- a @ 3
+ 2 . 087E--9 03
+ 2 . 164E-- M 3
+ 2 . 120E--003
+ 2 266E-003
+ 2 . 1S2E--003
+ 2 132E-003
+ 1 981E--003
+ 1 . 319E- 3
+ 1 392E-- 03
+ 2 . 6 E - 003
+ 2 . 334E-•003
+ 1 . 352E- 8 3
+ 2 . 125E- 003
+ 1 . 9 f. ?. E - 003
+ 1 605E- 003
+ 2 074E- 3
+ 1 . 925E- 003
+ 1 . 991E- 3
+ 1 . 334E- 003
+ 1 . 376E- 003
+ 2 . 040E- 003
+ 2 . 332E- 003
+ 2 . -7-7 7C_ 003
+ 1 . 377E-I303
+ 1 . S54E- 903
+ 1 . 3SSE-003












45 + 2 . 4 6 6 E + 1 +1 . 942E-003
46 +2 . 436E+001 +1 .966E-903
47 +2 . 3S6E+001 + 1 . 9 2 6 E - 3
43 + 2 4 6 E + 1 +1 . 942E-003
49 + 2 . 3 8 6 E + 1 + 1 . 926E-003
50 +2 . 764E+001 + 2 . 23 IE- 003









54 +2 S66E+801 +1 . 668E-003
55 + 2 . 4 3 3 E + 1 + 1 . 9 6 4 E - 3
56 +2 . 428E+081 + 1 . 960E-003
57 +2 . 384E+001 + 1 . 9 2 5 E - 3
58 + 2 4 8 4 E + 1 +2 . 0O6E-0O3
59 +2. 433E+001 + 1 . 964E-083
69 +2 . 20 1 E + 001 + 1 . 777E-0U3
61 +2 . 54 1 E+001 +2 . 051E-0U3
62 + 2 . 7 4 1 E + 1 +2 . 213E-093
63 + 3 . 1 1 E + 1 +2.511E-U03
64 + 2 5 1 9 E + 1 +2 . 03 4E-003
65 +2
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